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ABSTRACT

This thesis assesses the future of Mexican civil-military relations. Mexico is unique

among Latin American nations for its professionalized and depoliticized military. While

the Mexican Armed Forces have shunned an active role in politics since 1940, they continue

to rely on the hegemonic political party, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional, or PRI, for

power and prestige. This dictates a close and mutually-supportive working relationship.

Within the next 20 years, however, the PRI is likely to lose its hegemonic position to

increasing political opposition, severely straining the military's 60-year tradition of loyalty

to both its Constitution and party. The military will be pressured to take on a more

dynamic political role with the demise of its long-standing patron. This thesis demonstrates

that the Mexican Armed Forces are likely to resist this temptation to repoliticize.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMOARY

::esis -_Xamines -`e i:;aiienaes Mexico's artedo t:rces

: :Ace -s 7he counts-:: uui:nr Z:artv loses its .gcremcnv -s

rrcwi.,ng political .:ppostiton. This transition illi! 7robably

occur at the President:al level o.within the next y0 *.ears,

severelv straining the :tfiitary's tradition of loyalty both to

its political party, the Partildo Revoiucionario Insciýucional,

or PRI, and to the Repulic. The miiitary will be pressured to

take on a more dynamic political role with the loss of its

benefactor of 60 years, the PRI president. This thesis focuses

on the likely responses of Mexico's military to this

transition, demonstrating through the application of Wayne

Cornelius and Ann Craig's model that Mexico's armed forces

will resist both internal and external pressures to

repoliticize.

The thesis begins with a review and application of Latin

American civil-military literature to modern Mexico. This is

followed by a brief analysis of the Mexican Revolution (1911-

1917) and the high political profile of early post-

Revolutionary military leaders. Analysis of the military
presidents' voluntary subordination of the armed forces to

civil rule follows, laying the groundwork for an examination

of the potential for and probability of military intervention.

The crux of this work is the modification and application

of Cornelius and Craig's four scenarios for Mexico's future as

vi



.resenit-<i x1 -heir :-i -2onoorJ r The ,=-ex: __t. -'--

.-. '. _- __. _________s7_ - an -eac: ent7er : r

Stde S nv :ý:f --a li-iv 1hese ctenar•%s 7ee :.

r, ID Tdi7 --- es -. , iowever,

sc enarr:>. -ons erco --,orE etsa E ach . ar

presented un -1 ont :nuum :r likelihood ::r :. r

repoiiticization, from -he most_ to least likely. Eacr. is then

divided into its basic factors and the military respcnse to

each factor is predicted, based .cn the historv, mo-ivations

71nci .;eif-,erceiD,4ons f M.exic. mi..:ta27; eaaershic.

The first of these four scenarios is Political Closure.

Its definition includes economic crisis through failure of the

Mexico's open-market model. The political and social costs of

choosing to close Mexico's political system in order to

maintain hegemony are judged in this thesis to be excessive,

even for an embattled PRI. Political closure is -hus an

extremely unattractive and unlikely political alternative.

Still, it remains the scenario most capable of precipitating

a military split from the PRI government and subsequent

military repoliticization.

The second scenario, TrMmobilism, 4s Somewhiat more

politically credible. Characterized by political impasse and

government freeze, immoboiiism effectively staiemat es coth the

PRI and opposition parties. The 1ikelihood of immobilism In

Mexico is greater than that of political closure, 1but remains

vii



rl ive remote. The .scenaric 7arries some iecreased

Lo~en<L~i cr r-enew.,ed a ia ":•:'L

The -r. scenaric, Aoderc.nzed uAutncrz: r .. nis m

illustrazzes 7he most v-labie ;RI response to an impendang loss

of the presidency, and is identified by government reversion

to harsher measures. ;Ihile resulting in a revitalized PRI, it

could throw military loyalty into a quandary. The armed forces

would most likely support the PRI unless tasked to Phvsically

impose PRI will on a recalcitrant public. This thesis

establishes modernized authoritarianism as the most likely

scenario when PRI political hegemony is threatened. It carries

a slightly increased potential for military repoliticization.

The last and most politically liberal scenario, Limited

Power Sharing, posits a PRI agenda of free elections to

determine local and state representation while ensuring

continued PRI hegemony at the national level. This scenario

can ensure only short-term political capital for the PRI, and

thus remains an improbable option for the PRI. Limited power

sharing entails the least threat of remilitarization.

This thesis addresses both Mexico's democratic reform and

poiitical stability as the next 20 years pose a -yriad of

social, political and economic changes. How the PRI party

leadership responds to its political transition frcm hegemony

to dominance will be critical in deciding the future political

role of the country's armed forces. The thesis demonstrates

viii
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I. INTRODUCTION

_ ___ as "ncu -I ~ n Lat::; krrCrzca Ia:n :r:

and e-oz ze :n-:o:ar1.' -ne

-exican Armed Forces cave shunned an active roie A-)01iitlcs

,cr -. _ _er years, :heir ::on:inued reliance on -he

_iovernment -or rower :nd presZtige tas aictated a :aose and

uraai!,- olport i-ve workin-: re7at ionsnio. As such, 7he :exican

Arry, :;av,, and Air Force maintaain vIabILe but non-teccsIon

making role in politics, supporting the one-party" government

system which has ruled uninterrupted since 1929. Despite a

negligible international military role, Mexico's Armed Forces

have managed to professionalize and maintain a traditionally

militar-y, rather than constabulary presence. This role may be

tfhreatened, however, by the emergence of new and

unccnventional militarv missions.

This thesis begins with a review of the applicable modern
ivi!-rnilita' literature in Chapter -I and an nverview of

Mexico's rost-Revolutionary,, political and militar : evolution

in Clhaoter 711. Chapter -V briefly sketches current relations

between Mexico' s civil jovernment and military leadership, and

explores both the probability of and potential grounds for

intervention. Thus the stage is set for Chapter " to focus on

the Poiicical future of Mexico's militar-y. The primary peril

I-



-C -nt-n *i. :i: :.-:ucrdi,::: _nder a :dnan-:n, --

mses Lt•t Loslti3n - :reemIz+n:"- lnreasznrc Llcza

:eoosiiz-n .n7 :yi.-l.r -ur<iic .:uppcrt fr the ":ser-zve

-1e A cC:ion eac:aC PAN) -.nd cihe ibera :.....cns as

represented ;-., <he :oalition Par::ao Revo::cionario

DemocCZa ico PRD) ..zi :ontinue -s s::grcw.

.. t some coint cnthe future, arguablv w.-ithin the next 20

y"ears, -he )Rs ..;ill rcrbaby _ose z:s lsng-standing resience

,n ,he nresidential Palace. At that time the question ,ill ce

raised, who "ill the military support? ill i follow the

precepts of -he Constitution and support a non-PRI government?

Or 'gill its loyalty to the PRI, so long identified as the true

embodiment of the Revolution, outweigh fealty to the nation?

The military's reaction to this probable demise of the

predominant political cower in Mexico can be analyzed and

National Revoiutionary Party,.

National Action Party.
Revolutionary Democratic Party. The PRD has emerged from the

leftist coalition known as the National Democratic Front, or FDN,
which won unprecedented popular support for an opposition candidate
4n the 1988 presidential election. For an excellent analysis of the
rise o-t -he FDN, see Peter H. Smith, "The 1982 Presidential
.Successicn _n Historical Perspect:ive," especially the section
entitled -The Campaign." Mexico's Alternative Political Futures.
Wayne A. Cornelius, Judith Gentleman, and Peter H. Smith (eds) .
(San Diego: Center for 'J.S.-Mexican Studies, Univ. of Ca, 1989.)
pp. 403-411.



C•I•t UId ;C': }s, singi eYl-:-ts:c~aneci .>rs--:n itz -.oe :->.:• .÷eoar~c.

c n. . c... . .r i - o-
:'onC.!f-aC-n. .::55e-z !:,C': 5-en iev•= 're,-:, :.nociifieda :. •Fpiied

" . --.- ." .orent: ai :.._
2 C2:oii,:C:2l •_c n to ,-_he r:.:_ii-_,-•r, is iddressedi -0-te Crtext C:

eac- scenario, C s -_he see . :ex~co s mi_ .. :o -ze

future of Mexican poiitics. Zhapter v7 :hen assesses 'oth the

oistorlc and current evels f U.. S. influence on -:-e :Mexican

militar-,y ,nd exoiores -he implications , Mexican

rem- .... th~n -- -_ - - . -[exican Ce ati: Sn

in crder t-_o fuilv' comprehend the poitiical imrplications of

the threat posed by a loss of PRI hegemony and the militar-y's

scope of options in dealing with it, an understanding of

applicable civil-military theory is required, as is a working

knowledge of the political evolution of Mexico' s Dost-

Revolutionary militarn,. These are the subjects of -he next two

chapters.

Wayne A. Cornelius and Ann L. Craig. The Mexican Political
System in Transition. (San Diego: Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies,
Univ. of Ca, 1991.)



II. SETTING THE THEORETICAL STAGE

This c-hapter -.. ii. focus . n ie.inina --E term

"milita '-, '>rofessi-cnali-ation. " The s:ecoccnd sect:n .;iUn -hen

review relevant Portions orf existing civil-military lierature

and apply it To post-Revoiutionary Mexico. The third and final

portion will demonstrate the validity of both Mexico's

classification as maintaining a professionalized military and

the pertinence of the reviewed literature to Mexico's unique

case.

A. DEFINING MILITARY PROFESSIONALIZATION

Perhaps the most important baseline to establish early in

this thesis is a working definition of military

professionalization. The term has been used to encompass a

wide variety of traits and institutions. Edwin Lieuwen writes

that a professionalized military is a depoliticized military,

but this broad definition does not take into account the

expectations and motivations which are part of any

professionalized armed force. Frederick Nunn proposes

Jose Luis Pineyro writes of the "lack of agreement over what
constitute(s) "professionalization, .. of the Mexican armed forces
and the variables which must be taken into account. See his essay,
"The Modernization of the Mexican Armed Forces." Democracy Under
Siece: New Military Power in Latin America. Agosto Varas (ed) . (New
York: Greenwood Press, 1989.) p. 125.

4



c•-rF-ess:ona ism :s L-aseL,, cn "-. 'rocensit3-:' and w noness :2

"-he "o_-I t Zn7, . Z.f-aerce ti I n ca - -7 :-cer

-orps. " =or -he purposes ,r -n-is 3 esis, a proressrcnalized

mii: Iary r z 3defined as :ne .hich has a defined rank structure
separate :rom -he civil jovernment hierarchy, jazntaans a

viable Professionai :raining and education program, and allows

advancement on militar r merit ratner than -olitical

After the Revolution, Me<i co's military underwent a

profound change, becoming smaller and more professionalized,

and eventually totally subordinated under the "far-reaching

powers" of the president as commander-in-chief. Military

professionalism has in the past been at least partially

defined as

decreased political intervention. The idea is -hat
professionalism leads to a military esprit de corps, a
dedication to pursuit_ of purely/ military activities, and
an eschewing of political activity on both moral and
practical grrounds ... ýT)his intense military activity

Frederick M. Nunn. "On -he Role of the Military in Twentieth
Century Latin America: The Mexican Case." The Modern Mexican
Military: A Reassessment. David Ronfeldt (ed). (San Diego: Center
for U.S.-Mexican Studies, Univ. ot Ca, 1934. ) pp. 44-45.

Nunn in Ronfeldt \1984). p. 45.

Adrian 7. English. The Armed Forces of Latin America.
(London: Jane's Publishing Co, Ltd, 1984.) p. 302.

5



:eeos ::e -rined trrc-s sil; ,.w.-ar- -:ey haveoc _re

:c yi-•a nis:•n -:

a t I, s nee exec-tecd L su e ssZ nailsm Is e ecreasea

crobabiliz:y of ioii z=ci iunterventirn. Tohn Johnson agrees,

Addcingca -: he crofessonaization o militaries makes them

_ess a-ttractive to elites seeking a potential source of

cower.

!n addinion, an important :omponent oF ,lefining

professionalism in the Mexican case is the jenerai :7nviciofn

of miliztary officers that whiie they are servants Df the

political system, they remain morally above its inherent

corruption. This translates to an unwillingness to soil the

armed services with the "dirt" of politics, and a separation

of military and political powers. This has proven advantageous

to both the armed forces and the PRI in promoting a

subordinated and professionalized military.

The physical downsizing of the armed forces by successive

post-Revoiutionary Mexican Presidents, linked with their

depoliticization, has resulted in a modern military which has

Edwin Lieuwen "Depoliticization of the Mexican Revolutionary
Army, 1915-1940." In Ronfeldt (1984.) pp. 53-54. Lieuwen notes that
his theory of decreased threat levels for political intervention
with increased levels of military professionalism is a contentious
one, as has been noted here.

John L. Johnson. "Political Change in Latin America: The
Emergence of the Middle Sectors." Promise of Development: Theories
of Chanae in Latin America. Peter F. Klaren and Thomas J. Bossert
(eds). (Boulder: Westview Press, 1986.) p. 98.

6



.X T C __ - '. ".- , .1 -"5 _.:e:<. .can_, - Z

~ :~na nor

ns, .nd -. n T,- 7u:c uer i -nis S - r -en

-es rabe b chavior. c ', n..;hen :ryan .eiley r

%lexicar armed :orces re ever increasing bhe I e I

professionalism, " he stresses and strains If nternai

--- reats and political :ompetition -;ere already beagnning tc

atfect -he croressionai performance of tne military. This must

he :crnscidre e _cr ... utr•a ,_cr ... feind -he Increased

militarty-as-constabulary involvement in the 1988 elections, as

will be shown in Chapter Iii.

B. APPLYING THE LITERATURE

Mexico is unique among Latin American nations in its

development of a protessionalized, co-opted military. Much of

the existing literature on Latin American civil-militarly

relations has ignored Mexico because of this uniqueness. Juan

Riai admonishes his academic colleagues who tend t*o generalize

about Latin American militaries and their political roles, and

calls for individual consideration -of each nation's

Bryan C. Kelley. "The Future of the Mexican Political
System." (Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, -a; 1989.)
Unpublished. p. 56.



sltuar-on. While -i=ie has been ..,ritten direc:i= -ealinr.

•i t:- modern :4ex_:os -v:!-mliirar' reiat:ons, :much -:he

. , roader -era~ure "an be -qppiied.

":runn -naintains " - ;here is srimoly no consensus :n :he

nresent role of the Mexi-an miiitary. i :ndeed, disputes exist

among experts in the field on many aspects, including w,;hether

professionalized militaries are more or less I:.)ely to

intervene In domestic government affairs. Samuel Huntington,

Adolfo Zinser,'ý Edwin Lieuwen and Louis Goodman- are among

those who support the tbheory that "increasing professionalism

correlates with decreasing political intervention. -ý These

Juan Rial. "The Armed Forces and the Question of Democracy."
The Militarv and Democracy: The Future of Civil-Military Relations
in Latin America. Louis W. Goodman, Johanna S.R. Mendelson and Juan
Rial (eds). (Lexington, Mass: Lexington Books, 1990.)

Nunn in Ronfeidt (1984.) p. 35.

Samuel P. Huntington gives his prescription for "Curbing
Military Power (and) Promoting Military Professionalism" in his
1990 book, The Third Wave: Democratization in the Late _•wentieth
Century. (Norman and London: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1990.) p.
251-254. He also discussed the political role of professional
soldiers in The Soldier and the State: The Theory and Politics of
Civil-Military Relations. (Cambridge, Mass: Howard Univ. Press,
1957.)

Adolfo Aguilar Zinser. Civil-Military Relations in Mexico."
-n Goodman, Mendelson, and Rial. p. 222.

. Lieuwen in Ronfeldt (1984.) p. 53. Lieuwen notes that Alfred
"Vagts and Samuel Huntington agree with his thesis that "increasing
professionalism correlates with decreasing political intervention."

ý- Louis W. Goodman. "The Military and Democracy." In Goodman,

Mendelson, and Rial.

Lieuwen in Ronfeldt (1984). p. 53.



La rCn Amer canZt:s ý,,'o a -, -rar ::ex21oY3 ar S ee-

ecopardize 2 -' z& eio -ni: rv rc:ss :r.naI3sm. 7-he cros-nc schoo.

-iougnt Lnc!udes such c rcminent ::ames sAred .Pteran,-

;uil'er'o 2-Thonnneil, -a. Samuel Finer,- who wouo cstulate

-hat 1: -s preciselv such professionalism which ernundaers -he

-7ontcnuance ot iVi- rule. Zacnh o tnese men addresses certa1in

:actors inis w*r~riting at -.ariance wih ,.is re; ". . ai

oCien __.-31 . 'D:rcnre], n-. ,-xmpi- :or.e-cs

professionalized militaries are less likeiy t: inter-vene in

politics than their less capable compatriots, once in power a

professionalized force is more Likely to retain an overt

political role. Stepan agrees that even professionalized Latin

American armies which are consumed with internal security

missions, as Mexico's are, are more likely to intervene in

politics than are militaries focused on external missions.

The former school o- thouaht twas in :ogue unt: orcken bv

the 1isiilusionment which accomoanied -9e l60s

ibid. -. 54. Also ;ee Juan 7. " inz and Alfred ietean .,eds) .
The Preakdown of Democrac-c Recrimes. (Baltimnore: The .Johns Hopkins
Univ. Press, 1978.)

Guillermo O'Donneil, Phillippe C. Schmitter mand Laurence
Whitehead (eds) . Transitions From Authoritarian Rule: iomDarative
Persoectives. (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1986.)

- These three names are also cited by Lieuwen as disagreeing
with his own thesis. Lieuwen in Ronfeldt (1984.) p. 53-54.

11



mia aarrzation of muoh uc Latin Amerca. Abraham Lowentrai

I '.-as :issumed . r Ct least noped) That :ar,
invoilement in Latin America .i< poitics wouli :ecine
as socioeconomic modernization and mobilization ,:ccrred,

7rmies became more "professicnra, ' nd as the •nflnence
'or announced Unit-d States support Zor democrat::.i eglmes
made itself feit.

He also maintains this was further disproved by yete another

"wave" of Latin American remiiitarlzation in the 1980s.

Augosto Varas contends hnat _t .is roressionalism ;hnich causes

politicized Latin American militaries to "retreat -o the

barracks"-- when faced with a crisis of mission: :n this

scenario, difficult political decisions render a ruling

military unable to reconcile its military and government

missions. The military leadership thus eventually backs away

from its political role in favor of maintaining "institutional

continuity.-4

Zinser and David Ronfeldt hold that The Mexican military

has no political aspirations of its own, out could conceivably

Abraham F. Lowenthal. "Armies and Politics in Latin America:
Introduction to the First Edition." Armies and Politics in Latin
A. Abraham F. Lowenthal and J. Samuel Fitch (eds) . (New York:
Holmes and Meier, 1986.) p. 4.

- Augosto Varas. "Civil-Military Relations in a Democratic
Framework." In Goodman, Mendelson and Rial. p. 202.

-4 Ibid.

10



.~e :sod >'; -- nctner .eraL- rer7a.s 1iisaffecte=i ... ilian

:s a surr:-•.ate 7 :sur,: cvernment zower. Alden

-unn, r cmiam _-.grees hnat 'rothlinc srort -- cta ::cvernmenta

s.ouid T:ause -he Mexican mir-arv to tarke t-e reigns

c z:ower -.ihich relinauishedc to civilian :rontroi in

he "4 s ."

According to Zinser, -he potential for military repression

increases when militaries are tasked with domestic missions.

This acts as a deprofessionalizing influence, demoralizing the

;-m-.i j lrcas and ivest toe .erceot.. n .... :..

civilian authorities against their own military. Such a

failure to accommodate the military's future needs may be

studies in terms of such frameworks of understanding as Irma

Adelman's theory of "rank disequilibrium. "-' Adelman maintains

that when the relative position of a social class or strata is

inequivalent with its political stature, it will seek its own

-eve! of equilibrium.

One :actor leadina to civil Jestabilization and the

subsequent politicization of Latin American militaries, as

Lt. Col. Alden M. Cunningham. "Mexico's National Security

'n the 1980s-1990s." in Ronfeldt (1984.) p. 172.

Zinser in Goodman, Mendelson, and Rial. pp. 29-232.

- Irma Adelman and Jairus M. Hihn. "Politics in Latin America:
A Catastrophe Theory Model." Journal of Conflict Resolution.
December 1982. p. 595. as noted by Kelley. p. 68.
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seen c , >oth Karen -emrmer- and auntington, - -s ÷x:reme

ccrnomric :neoualitv-. 'e:-:. -c c -Ri -movernment ca -

'his in an orciginai :rýanner. I is -renerally accepted chat the

potentialior mi-i-a-. rid civil rebellion increases when a

society is rife with at least the percepcion of gross

inequality. This was `ie case -n pre-Revolutionary Mexico,

with the distinction between the "haves" and the "have nots"

clear and virtually unbroachable. Minimal opportunities for

sociai mobility were a great contributor to widespread peasant

support which fueled 7he Revolution. The inciusionary post-

Revolutionary system has, however, actively sought to

incorporate the disadvantaged sectors of its civil society,

thereby ensuring their loyalty and procuring a measure of

stability for the state. Huntington terms this "a new unifying

social myth and basis for legitimacy""" provided by the Mexican

Revolution. Such an incorporation of many different social

sectors under one political party is unique to the Mexican

system, as it seeks to co-opt and provide some level of social

equality for all of its citizens.

Karen L. Remmer. Military Rule in Latin Amer:ca. (Boston:
Unwin Hyman, 1989.)

= Samuel P. Huntington. "Will More Countries Become
Democratic?" Comparative Politics: Notes and Readin s (7th Ed) . Roy
C. Macridis and Bernard E. Brown (eds) . (Pacific Grove, Ca:
Brooks\C.-le Publishing Co, 1990.) pp. 81-100.

A Samuel P. Huntington. Political Order in Changing Societies.

(New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1968.) p. 317.
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commitment: to nification or -ne nation, :he PRI has :'c-opted

as many sectors orf =zvl socett-y as possible and. effect-ely

incorporated tihe mi1itar,. This hias resulted in the modern

inclusionary system perpetuated by The government and emrbraced

by its loyal servants, including 7he military.

C. MEXICO'S UNIQUE CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS

Since its Revolution U1911-1917), Mexico's government has

acted independently of the traditional Latin American model in

its methods of ensuring the long-term success of its

authoritarian system. Through co-optation and incorporation,

Mexico's PRI government has allowed forces outside of

government circles to succeed in bringing about "policy

innovation ... (and) marked changes in government policy

despite their largely closed system."-- With the advent of

widespread "industrialization, urbanization, and educational

attainment,"' the probability that a military will assume an

exclusionary or oligarchical form declines in favor of an

Michael W. Foley. "Agenda for Mobilization: The Agrarian
Question and Popular Mobilization in Contemporary Mexico." Latin
American Research Review (LARR), Volume 26, Number 2, 1991. p. 39.

"Remmer, p. 10.
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inclusionar, system.

Tb:R ayc pie oteRI C-ts r-u-'e, C:st

......... : ,'Thi~ .... . ; a " io......en_ ter ze, Mexico's

Cost-Revo• 1tionary n:D...arisn 3vscmoas worked t•o reser-ie

,:s cosi-t:cn by odapticg and cc(-op)tng cotenciai ýciversaries.

Ronfelidt -- ews the Mexican militar" as retaining a "residual

political role, one of conflict management amidst

institutional crisis.' Arnaido *Jela suggests -paT the PRI

commitment to incorporation led to its acceptance of a minor

but leag1imate imited pcower-sharlna .iith oppositioln parties,

but that -he PRI did not intend for the opposition to usurp

PRI hegemony.' This commitment to corporatism, therefore, is

the instrument of the PRI's demise, and is of its own making.

Without this vehicle for assimilation of non-PRI supporters,

however, the legitimacy of the PRI itself would have been

undermined and its responsiveness to its constituency

diminished. The responsiveness ot Mexico's political elite has

been appropriately characterized as

Nunn in Ronfeldt (1984). p. 36. Here Nunn cites Ronfeldt's
earlier essay, "The Mexican Army and Political Order Since 1940."
Contemnorary Mexico: Pal•ers of the !V International Conaress of
Mexican History. James W. Wilkie, Michael C. Meyer, and Edna Monzon
de Wilkie (eds) . (Univ. of Ca Press, Berkeley; 1976.) He also cites
Howard F. Cline. Mexico: Revolution to Evolution, 1940-1960. (New
York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1962.)

> Arnoldo Vela. "Dominant Parties in the Service of
Authoritarian Regimes: The Mexican PRI." (Los Angeles, September
1992.) Unpublished.
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a aroelv nreemCtive: Elites -esonac c cerceiva '-u ....
le.mran• s n n a:. .. :.-:: : more

::arci::a± &cailstments :.nd -aenercvs sloe paymens-.

.. .. .tu re o-his may ;:. ;e .-o e-sy tO accomp- n -- u
succ ssf--;-" ---odus --perandi ý-cr

flas seen m unique hnd e;rzremnei," success rn :as±or20 o

over haif - century.

To summarize, M..exico "provides us *with an n•nmaly,

remaining unique in that its government has proven willing and

able -c continually maneuver, shifting programs ano pcsi:0ons

.. i. surppor . ..e.uires. n efinincr professlonalism,

his ch.apter has provided a baseline for further s on

the role of Mexico's military in the country's political

future. The subsequent theoretical comparison of 1950s and

1960s Latin American civil-military literature with the

writings of more recent political scientists gives the student

a solid foundation from which to assess Mexico's impending

crisis, the loss of PRI hegemony. Lastly, this chapter has

clearly demonstrated the adaptability of the Mexican one-party

political .system to changing circumstances.

Historically, this flexibility has been an asset -o the

Foley in LARR, o. 41. Alan Knight makes a similar assessment
in his essay, "Mexico's Elite S:-Iettlement: Con suncture and
Consequences." Elites and Democratic C'onsolidation in Lat-in America
and Southern Europe. John Higley and Richard Gunther (eds). (New
York: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1992.) pp. 113-145.

Nunn in Ronfeldt (1984) . p. 47.
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PR1 in maintaining .. srcnc.d power .-ase. Socier.ies nre, no,

-7hei• najturle•, "in a• =o szanc .17_07= z nange, and 7-9;-:Z7: 'S :.

eo<ception . The ;izeraz•,- ....... n .,icn. la.: K-een applied in:• -7nis r-_e:

review shcws -hat n -cuc, n -he .. .. .i

political science snd :' >-m'l-:.i: ar'. relations 1o not

necessarily agree an f ramnework w:.itin which -c s-o av -he

Mexican case, each contributes in some way to an understanding

of the .hoie. :t is evident from their work that most believe

Mexican politics to be both unique and headed for a major

change. The historical yeyspec-_ p.resented in -he next

chapter will explore she factors of modern ciivl-military

relations, thus provi'ing " basis for understanding the

changes Mexico will face into the 21st century.
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III. LAYING THE GROUNDWORK - THE HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

or cuntr�o•r -_• .iporttnce, army s ;ne
-ne -east studied :n ,aTin America. indeed the

.7-temoorarv MIex~icn. :iiiar-,"- may -e the mosti
such insEi:tuticn to research in Latin America. iertainiy
4: is the most difficci- ,ationai ins:itution to research
in Mexico... Without new fieldwork the roles and
contribuzions cf one cf Mexico's most important national
institutions will likely remain the target of rumor more
,than serious analysis.

it :s true that little Is known of the Mexican military.

The reason for this lack of information appears not to stem

from a lack of academic interest, but rather from an

institutionalized secrecy which pervades the military

structure. Even "routine activities" tend to be classified "as

highly sensitive and subject to security restrictions. "` A

considerable amount of work has been done on the Mexican

government, yet despite its importance the military's

political position within that system remains relatively

unknown.

David F. Ronfeldt. "The Mexican Army and Political Order
Since 1940." In Ronfeidt (1984.) p. '8.

Stephen W. Wager. The Mexican Army. 1940-1982: The Countri,
Comes First. (Dissertation, Stanford Univ; 1992.) p. 6.
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A. THE EVOLUTION OF THE MILITARY IN POST-REVOLUTIONARY MEXICO

stru c :s .en -ma -:ave ceen :cused by

:-e absence -ternaz threats, -znd may ,aiSo be par:iaily due

to the PRI's long-standing commitments to non-intervention and

international self-determinism. Whatever the reason, Mexico

maintains "the least politicized military in Latin America,

the countr-y relying implicitly on the United States for its

defence against externai enemies." The United States would

:-or- nermLT an 7utside .2-Z*- to -!raw Mexico into .onfli-t as

this would lead to instability on its own southern border. in

addition, Mexico's role in Central America has been such that

interstate conflicts have been resolved through political, not

military, means and thus have not escalated into warfare.-" The

country's commitment to ideological plurality also reflects an

increased tolerance of differing doctrine in the state

governments of the region, provided legitimacy is maintained

through popular domestic consensus. Thus Mexico has kept its

role as a regional elder statesman and peacemaker without

relying on military enforcement of its will.

The dJistiLnct:ve sociai position of Mexico's military

English. p. 302.

4" For a more detailed look at Mexico's role in the region, see
this author's recent essay, "Influencing Central America: Mexico as
a Regional Leader." (Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Ca;
Spring 1992.) Unpublished.
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rorces -s evident yv any standard. :ndeed, :he entire

roizernment Lepresents :n:que mase _n Lati - ca of

-,ao±:yvnd (adevelopment, -ue to :ne form and substance or

the cost-Revolutionarv state structure. The shape Aexico has

taken s:nce its Revolution Is singular in its precepts of

oolitical snclusion. :t is generally accepted that -he long

and bloody Revolution did not significantly alter -he social

or state structure: Government merely assumed a new, adaptable

form, able to coopt and incorporate large sectors of

previously jisenfranchised Mexican society. Likewise, the

Revolution 'did not destroy the authoritarian nature of

Mexican political life, it modernized it,' 42 and the position

of the armed forces was modified from a "predatory" to a less

pervasive and more "irregular" role.-

1. Generals as Presidents

In the aftermath of this Civil War, a new,

professional role was forged for Mexico's military by its

military presidents. For almost 30 years following the

Revolution, Mexican presidents were elected on the strength of

' Lorenzo Meyer. "Historical Roots of the Authoritarian State
in Mexico." Authoritarianism in Mexico. Jose Luis Reyna and Richard
S. Wienert (eds) . (Philadelphia: Institute for the Study of Human
issues, 1977.) p. 10.

Ibid. p. 4.

Edward J. Williams and Freeman J. Wright. Latin American
Politics: A DeveloDmental AoDroach. (Palo Alto, Ca: Mayfield

Publishing Co, 1975.) p. 211.
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:neir reputations as m-Liarv .eadiers. This occurred despite

_e -act tat De, ' reoatac" uai±.o cc.:cs.

i oi ed a viliansuczess~n. •n :act, i I;as nnt snt.c

C946 that a c:vilian cresident was eiected. Although President

Lazaro Jardenas 1934-40) -s zonsadered the force behind

subordinating the Mexican militar to -he cvi'l government,

the down-sizing of Mexico s armed forces actually began under

President Alvaro Obregon (1920-)4).

In the early 1920s, Obregon cut military spending

virtuaily in half. :n cniy two years, he sliced the m._itars

share of the federal budget from 61 to 35 percent. The number

of active duty enlisted army and navy men fell from 200,000 to

150,000, while the officer corps suffered even more severe

cuts - from 50,000 men to only 20,000. Presidents Calles and

Cardenas continued the trend, whittling an even smaller and

more professional military. Each of these presidents promoted

literacy and professional training programs for enlisted men,

as well as overseas professional and graduate-level education

for officers. Perhaps the most telling indicator

of the military's decline as a political institution :s
its share of the federal government budget, which dropped
from 17 percent in 1940, to 5 to 6 percent in the i970s,

• Knight in Higley and Gunther. p. 123.
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to 1-3 percent in 7he 1980s.

in recent years even more ".3partan budgets- ' have been

imposed on 7he Mexican armed forces. The latest 5vailable

figures show recent military spending at its lowest point, 2.3

to 2.8 percent of Mexico's federal government expenditures in

1989, accounting for only .5 percent to .6 percent of GNP.'

These are among the lowest levels of military spending in the

world. in comparison, United States defense expenditures that

same year represented . percent of total federal government

spending and 5.8 percent of GNP.-

In the late 1930s, President Cardenas was rightly

concerned that conservative military officers could bring

considerable negative pressure to bear as his liberal land

reform usurped properties of wealthy elites. He was able to

45 Wayne A. Cornelius and Ann L. Craig. "Politics in Mexico."

Comparative Politics Today: A World View. Gabriel A. Almond and G.

Bingham Powell, jr. (eds) . (Scott, Foresman, and Company, Glenview,
Ill; 1988.) p. 467.

4' Pineyro in Varas. p. 123.

ý The lower figures, 2.3 and .5 percent, are derived from

World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers, 1990. (Washington,

D.C: U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, 1990.; p. 73, Table

1. The higher figures, 2.3 and .6 percent are derived from figures

cited by Mark S. Hoffman (ed). The World Almanac and Book of Facts.

1991. (New York: Pharos Books, 1991.) p. 733.

• World Military ExDenditures and Arms Transfers. l990. p. 35,

Table 1. In addition, see Figure 17 on p. 20, entitled "Relative

Burden(s) of Military Expenditures-1989," which clearly

demonstrates the extremely low levels of military expenditures by

Mexico as compared to other nations of the world.
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<.eruse -ne :ssue, h:owever, .Tv p•rrher -oopting o ••a3

7 -1 :.e p.. r cwIe mee: Ius~-
:•rcQfa.}; ". qs:.i<]Ou.AI." •<r~n .. .. l tit':ate prcfl>ZL:< oynun

:rfiers' .mhnose ':' "-: :•is iberai r rc=rams .as

-inquest -onable. He raised :'.>itary, salaries, :ncreased

benefits and revitalized -ducatisn programs. :n 'adition to

Cardenas, newly-implemented internal military reforms, these

measures served to assimilate once and for all the political

interests of the armed forces leadership into the popular

sector Df the PRI. Betore that time,

the fortunes of Mexico's military and political leadership
were so inextricably intertwined that it is difficult to
distinguish the political role of one group from that of
the other.

Cardenas thus completed the Mexican military's

depoliticization, and the armed forces were, in effect,

"neutralize(d) ... as a potential ally of the conservative

faction within the regime that opposed (Cardenas') reform

policies." Cardenas increased personal compensation for

officers who did not actively participate in the political

' Michael C. Meyer and William L. Sherman. The Course of

Mexican Histo-,, 4th Edition. New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1991.
p. 597.

= Roderic A. Camp. "Generals and Politicians in Mexico: A
Preliminary Comparison." In Ronfeldt (1984.) p. 108.

Cornelius and Craig in Almond and Powell. p. 466.
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process, and effectively removed The armed forces from

erzerln'g -e public sectcr. His reorgan:zation t:'he PRI

increased The power 7rf -e r.opuiar sector as a ma-cr source of

.RI• support, which allso heiped -o break The moncpccy o-f the

generals on poiizicai -ower.

:n all, The "demilitarizing" of Mexican poiitics was

a long and arduous process, which culminated in the election

of Miguel Aleman Valdez, a civilian lawyer, in 1946.- Stephen

Wager rightly notes, however, That "the transfer of political

power to a civilian elite... :oui not have been accomplished

without a consensus to do so by the army itself.': The armed

forces have not sought an active political role or constituted

a viable threat to civil rule since that time, despite

economic crises and substantial internal mission realignment.

2. The Military as a Pillar of PRI Support

The social support base of the modern PRI consists of

three distinct socio-economic "pillars." The first is labor,

made up largely of urban, unionized workers, and represented

by the Confederacion de Trabaladores de Mexico. 4 The second

is the peasant class, represented by the Cardenas-inspired

Confederacion ZIacionai Campesina. Lastly, the Confederacion

Zinser in Goodman, Mendelson, and Rial. pp. 219-236.

Wager. p. 3.

-4 The Mexican Workers' Confederation, or CTM.

The National Peasants' Confederation, or CNC.
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:.,a .. ... .C _• C -. . . . . .3ne 'u a__ s repres e..: small

zusiness .hets7 :o'nr:-::en -rnnj÷es, end otSrer .... e..

the middle class. Jhile- her crcan -zaz:ns exist 3o 1e-resent

these same interests, --nese -hree froups largely =onstitute

the major -art',% sectcrs. The miiitary assumed an active role

as a fourth iil.ar -f ;RI support :cr a short time In the

early post-Revolutionarv years, but by 1940 it *..as clearly

subordinated to the -civii government. As its needs were

incorporated into popular sector, t:he military ceased to be

v:iable =ts 7n ext ernal source i iovernment support.

Looking even briefly at civilian support oDf he PRI,

several issues beg examination. First is the "most notable

feature of politics before 1987, (which) was the widespread

indifference of the population toward electoral processes."<7

This changed markedly in 1988 as the Mexican public became

increasingly aware of the distinction between what was

promised by the PRI and what was actually provided. Party

loyalty remained greatest among the older generations and

less-educated, lower income Mexicans, while the conservative

opposition PAN found its "strongest support among the state's

The zIational Confederation of Popular Organizations, or
CNOP.

Tonatiuh Guillen Lopez. "The Social Bases of the PRI." in
Cornelius, Gentleman and Smith. p. 243. Also see Wayne A. Cornelius
and Ann L. Craig, "Politics in Mexico," in Almond and Powell for
further discussion of this issue.
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youth.'r The nation's :nore educated increasingly represent a

"liberal political culture" :n their support of the ZAN, •;hile

-he uneducated "reflect -radit-onai political culture with its

corporative negotiation and clienteiism. '' The impact of this

polarization of Mexican society is a decline in the government

party's ability to rely on the virtually undivided support of

its three wide bases of civil support.

The PRI no longer can assure a carro completo, by
winning all races for which it puts forth a candidate...
(E)ven in 1987 the observed political attitudes of the
population did not correspond with electoral outcomes. The
poll results would lead us to expect a stronger showing
from the most important opposition party, the PAN. This
did not materialize. This inconsistency between
expectations and electoral outcome prompts us once again
to question the social legitimacy of the political
system.'

The PRI government can, for the present, rely on the

backing of the military, as shall be discussed more fully in

Chapter V. The general public's disaffection with the

fS Survey results as reported by Lopez in Cornelius, Gentleman,

and Smith. p. 245.

Ibid. p. 254.

This phrase is used by the author to note the important
victories of the PAN, which "altered the traditional 'carro
completo'" or total sweep of elections. The lengths to which the
PRI has gone to secure its dominance are also noted.

SLopez in Cornelius, Gentleman, and Smith. p. 249. This
"inconsistency between expectations and... outcome" referre& to by
Lopez is explored in depth in Chapter IV of this thesis, under the
section entitled "The J-Curve and Relative Deprivation."
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o..... -:ystem whnic; -aas :aae 'ie. r !n the

e -ect >s<s .is :;ot Yesuit :• II. * -'ouensuratEe i,-i •

oooc:SI-n _ncorcoration : -nt ":;e z.I iovernment ven

----- 7,a lieS )ný?~ i; rcerntaqxe*ts r

oppos,_-_n candidates -,:rowing xtnsistently.

The lack of interest _-,ss.,miat:ocn resul"ng In these

lower voting percentages has forced the PRI to the verge of

becomirng only a dominant party, as opposed to a hegemonic one.

Corresponding evidence shows the PRI's willingness to go to

extreme lengths, involvi1ng -nprecetented reoresszon, in order

!o retain a dominant position. The 19"3 presidential and 1991

and 1992 gubernatorial elections included massive electoral

fraud in the face of unparalleled political opposition. In

each of these elections, the government's willingness to use

the military as a strong constabulary force has been

demonstrated, ostensibly to keep social order, but also as a

clearly-visible emissary of the PRI.

3. Military Subordination and Political Affiliation

The Mexican military was profoundly affected by

"Cardenismo." Lieuwen depicts Cardenas as a true social

revolutionary, and doubts that the transition from military to

Several sources document the declining percentages of PRI
votes in Mexico's recent elections and the corresponding rise in
political opposition support. See Alberto Aziz Nassif, 'Regional
Dimensions of Democratization" in Cornelius, Gentleman, and Smith,
especially Figure 1, p. 89. Also see Tonatiuh Guillen Lopez in the
same volume, Table 1, p. 248 and Table 4, p. 259 and Cornelius and
Craig, Table 1, p. 65 and Table 2, p. 67.
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s. 7 :1 C1 CT r -

Thez ImrnnInt macie li '>-as;n -e modern --i i -'aryr

.~trct L, -1mains. Thl ay ~ e cangres were not .)op~uiar

wit~nmilitarv leaders a-- --he t-lme, -,-e generals remnained loya'l

70 t-eir opresidenT: -n cecr cr re-iatcive -.-uý3ncmy ~n

cneraT.-:Dns -.nd ,:raIni.-c.. Th', Lso received vitu-i art:e

- ~ ~ ~ .. :s~~aent, vt;zr CCt

Let~a i ;u f ic _ent Jiis-,aEll, ircmi -,o, iiT:Ica i involv17ement t

preserve a reputation as 1.unsullieýci and above the 2oiticcai

f ray.

The cost -revolutionary/ crofessional officers in charge of
t-he 'defense establishment showed no inclination to mingle
in politics ever again. To do so would be to commit career
suicid-e, politiJcally-, as '..ell as militarily-.

This w..as .7 major step _'n t~he prof essionalization Df t:he

mexican armed torces, w.-hich '.-.cs -riven *,he modern mltr

leadership b-oth a posit ion w-ith1,in a,-na a-ccess t~o -he -Iex_,can

po~itoa~ .i'erarchy.

Lieuwen in Ronfeilt l'4

4Huntington (1968.) p. 3ý21.

L.ieuwen in Ronteidt (1984.) p. 61.
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Today, Mexican ritficers -,-Z services ire expected

not ;no.v tc pursue :vanceci eoucatai:n, `ut. ire also -ssumea :c

support m :inhold :-ne i½a. r the R.evolution. As such,

individual membership zo toe ?RI s v-irtually assured. Little

is known o- the pressures -,uithin -he military system :c zoin

the government oartv, iithougn -he late Robert lesson

contended that -the tvpical Mexican miiitary officer considers

himself removed from pooiticai circles and a ooliticai

career." " While this may ;e true, Jose Luis Pineyro is also

credible in observing,

(i)t is rumored that officers who request permission to
join a party other than the PRI are given an indefinite
leave of absence, which virtually amounts to being
discharged from the service. Rumor also has it that
rebellious officers are denied credit for housing and
other benefits.

B. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND MILITARY STRUCTURE

Mexico's Military Service Act of 1942, still in effect,

requires that all male citizens over the age of 10 receive

military training tinder the auspices of the National Service

Brigades. While this organization provides only nominal

training to its menmbers, the number of reserve forces

available for call-up greatly outnumbers the active duty

SRobert Wesson. The Latin American Military Institution. (New
York: Praeger Publishers, 1986.) p. 161.

Pineyro in Varas. p. 126.
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.. er:~.n .ZI. ne-5
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The..e-'re27,-:: .. eres•-, :*--r s z:nsl~l :cr the Ar~mc, Sfnd .-. ir

-7rce, •nd :;e ,ecre , :: :ie xa,,: ccupy cabinet ;.ssi7.-zLcrS

and ire "cersonai e;Ie±c1e1 -;I V -e Preside-nt. " Al

promotions -o t-he ranks of greneral .r admiral must_ also be

approved by the president.

The •same aonlies -t -_he tnpointrment and removai of
rii tar-av zone commandfers. - 'e cnairman and vice chaIrman
of ,he ,general staff, and -he inspecoor general. The
president must also give his consent before any military
plans may be implemented.

"Personalismo" thus continues to play a large part in

high-level military positions, much as "camarillas" -do within

".World Military' Expenditures and Arms Transfers, 1990. Table
p. 73, shows the rapid increase in active duty military forces

between 1979 and !939 -s :4exiccs modernization ,grogram .Nas

implemented. Despite -,he 1'982 economic crisis, miiJtary strengtn
was maintained and only showed one year of decrease (1984) . Figures

for reserve force strength are placed at !.5 million in '985. See

English, p. 298.

Maj. Stephen J. ',:acger. "Basic Characteristics of the Modern

Mexican Military_. : in Ronfeldt 1984., p. 9.

Wager in Ponfeidt 1984. p. "0.

Pineyro in Varas. .. 123.

"Camarillas are defined by C'ornelius and Craig as political

cliques. Membership in an eminent politician's samarilla is

essential to a successful political career in Mexico. See Cornelius

and Craig, pp. 39-44, for their Lnalysis of "Camarillas and



:he i:ivIian *j overnmenz stric 1:r .

A stau>ie :rend ne :ievei`enr r7 ze,

.. o ern ai &: is e eci:_- - :'. .:e :`:c- n er

serving *Rs .sate jovernors :rcm :.a±: 15 rf 31 sursng ghe

Aleman sexenio, 7946-51i to onlDi- ne *r z'wo since 970. The

PRI government has activ-ely discouraged political involvement

by transferring its officers regularly, thus avoiding strong

personal attachments -o a particular region, and by

prohibiting political involvement as a military member. By

law, government participation must be undertaken as a private

citizen. The Mexican Constitution stipuiates the president as

commander-in-chief of the armed forces. :t subjugates the

military to civil law, which is also headed by the president

in his role as head of the state legal system.

1. The Role of Education

Virtually all Mexican military officers are graduates

of the three service academies. The influence of this

education and four-year exercise in building camaraderie and

esprit de corps among classmates must not be underestimated. -

Opportunities for professional development, further training,

and graduate education are available, and are endorsed by both

.lientelism." Ais, see Wesson, p. 52, for further analysis of how

the military system "parallels" civilian political camarillas.

Cornelius and Craig in Almond and Powell. p. 467.

-4 See Camp in Ronfeldt (1984.) pp. 118-122 are especially
applicable.
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engineer ne • nadi -ne s ca;c- is o I..:ell z ic Ca

science. enlor oficers attend -ie Escaeia S e__o_ 5e GIerra

:o e Thezr educa- - on and prepare nhemsei-;- :or staff

duty.

qhile the Naw, -,as played a- relatively small carc in

Mexican history, it retains its Dwn service academy in

.eracruz ýnod is represen_:i 5- -.e :edera Level ;y -'he

:Iirnistr: a:o Marine, established in 1939.

The Colegio del Aiie prepares Air Force cfficers for

their future. The Mexican Air Force separated from the Army in

1944, while the Navy retains its own aviation corps. Mexico

was the first Latin American nation to recognize the

importance of air power, and developed an indigenous

capability in the first years of human flight. ay 1920 the

Arna .A.re •47 _3s Feizas....zcnaes had oroduced 0

aircraft, far ahead of Mexico's .s;outhern neighbors.

Education and -raining have played an important_ role

in t-he protessionalization ,)f Mexico's ,irmed forces. W'ithouct

formal education t-he militar-y could soon lose its appeal to

bright 5.nd ambitious Young men as a means of social mobility

and professional ie-xper-ience. The -raining environment aiso

Equivalent to the U.S. Secretary of the Navy.
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serves 7o build a ccmpe-::.ve and elite team spirit which has

percetuated the mliiar'"s position -.. ithin, out moral'- above,

t-e nolitical system.

As in other Latin American nations, -he Mexican

miiitary has generally -een viewed as a means of advancement

cy opper- lower and lower-middle class men. The armed forces

offer education and social Advancement opportunities,

especially for officers, which might not otherwise have been

available within Mexico's traditionaily centralized economy

and social structure.

C. THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE ARMED FORCES IN MEXICAN SOCIETY

Mexican social structure is in many ways more hierarchical

than that of the United States, and tends to be more

respectful of authority. This may be due in part to the

centralized political power structure and strong social

influence of the Roman Catholic Church. While the military has

weathered times of sagging reputation, as it did following the

1968 Tlatelolco incident and during recent investigations of

The 1968 Tlatelolco incident proved to be a watershed for
the Mexican Army. Soldiers called in to break up student rioting in
Mexico City opened fire, killing "scores (perhaps hundreds) of
unarmed student demonstrators..." [George Philips. "Diaz Ordaz and
the Student Massacre at Tlatelolco." The Presidency in Mexican
Poitic._ (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1992.) p. 19.] The
massacre left a deep scar on the collective psyche of the military,
and has effectively dampened for nearly 25 years the level of
repression the military is willing to use in maintaining social
order. Following Tlatelolco, the military could have chosen to
respond with either continued repressive force or its current
repulsion to another such event. The fact that Mexico's army has
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-enheren- e t:s--[r, .- i. -he mii-ar" mema Ins

nitede

Desoite. tne percelvea rnan_=ui~at Ion or: :ne mili-a' in T•.e

-_-. electcns by -he F- RIor oL• -.ca= ends, the armed forces

continue to offer excellent zoportunities in a well,-respected

career tiCIO to Mexico' s .ouna -,en. late -970s, the

military embarked cn a modernization clan designed to enhance

its reputation at home and abroad. At ::he same time, the

profits of a booming Mexican oil industry were poured into

trainina and increasing levels of active duty manpower. Under

this program, the number .- f active duty men has more than

t-ripled in 25 years. A "comprehensive programme of re-

equipment" and expansion was announced to heraid the

chosen a decreased role in politicallv motivated crowd control
situations is significant. t sterns ýt least in part from the
continued level of identificat-ion t-hat Mexican military men
maintain with their civilian heritaae. Since 1968, Mexico's armed
forces have been reluctant to forcefullv engaae civilian resistance
to the aovernment, and are likely to remain so despite the
increasing potential for government pressure in the coming years.
See Roderic A. Camp. Entrepreneurs --nd Politics in 7-wentieth
Century, Mexico. (New York and Oxtord: Oxford University Press,
1989.1 pp. -4-25, and Meyer and Sherman, pp. 668-671.

1965 figures of 50,000 are from Lieuwen in Ronfeldt (1984.)
p. 61.

English. p. 310.



modernization of the -)80s. This program was subsequently

sneived 'v :he economic crisis -f 1982, leaving 1exico's

soldiers, .sailors, ond airmen still eauipped with 1nrgel pre-

1955 -vinzage equipment.

In NTovember 3f _98•9 the modernization *:amrnain .,as

tormally r-engaged when iNational Defense Secretary Gi:enerail

Antonio Riviello Bazan made an announcement committing -he

military leadership :o matching the modernizing pace of

Mexican society within the military. He also agreed with

President Salinas's plans for modernization of the military,

saying "(t)o renounce modernization is to condemn Mexico to

poverty, ignorance, and instability. "'I The Navy Secretary was

also interviewed, and stated that,

the Navy is being modernized and renewed just like the
(Army and Air Force).. "to consolidate the fulfillment of
our constitutional duties, guarantee the nation's
security, and protect the national sovereignty."D-

See footnote 68. Also see Wesson, p. 161, for figures
related to the Mexican military's growth objectives.

.30 "Defense Secretary Backs Military 'Modernization.'" XHTV
Television, Mexico City, 4 November 1989, as reported by the
Foreign Broadcast Information Service in FBIS-LAT-89-220, 16
November 1989. p. 6.

• Ibid.

Quoting Mexican Naval Secretary Admiral Luis Carlos Ruano
Angulo in a press conference given 15 June 1991, as reported in
"Navy Chief on Modernization, Antidrug Operations." XHTV
Television, Mexico City, 15 June 1991, in FBIS-LAT-91-120, 21 June
1991. p. 2.
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The 'rovernment s suorcr-e :-,) -ee n-e z c a tron -f s armed

.3erv.Ices :erves ;botn -: z t , easc :>cart- allv, .a-. s•"fV

:ercet~o:-; -r neaiec -r :-.on-•iupcrt "n <he aar r- -nhe

mi -, -.e :. -', :t._es ccuoied ,. -he more

-his sue+, .saying -na- .niie modernization has xllc.ed -_e

Mexican -n11itary n o Z ievelop -sprit de corps _:nd -o

professionalize, iT `,as not "et reached that dangerous and

dividing line beyond which soldiers and sailors see Themselves

as removedi :rom ana .supcerior I-':vl society. Mexico s

military modernization .-ius lias helped the nation in

maintaining autonomy from foreign powers as well as keeping

the armed forces focused on a military role."

1. The Domestic Role

Since 1940, Mexico's military. resources have

increasingly been directed against specific internal threats

to national security as defined by the civilian government.

This internal focus is reflected in the defensive i;osrture of

the armed forces. The nation's Revolution deepened the resolve

of its leaders to maintain Mexico's commitment to

international self-determinism a:•nd non-intervention. The

military's response plans for addressing its major and most

volatile missions are covered by -he three Planes ce Defense

.Nacional, or National Defense Plans. These task the armed

Pineyro in Varas. pp. 127-12S.
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forces to cover continrqencies related :o threats of foreign

invasIcn, ;'... r-da .... rc .... , n nari ura! disaster. 'zocman

and _ohanna Aendieison -a-na~n - at tne guerrilla .hreat cf

rhe 16os [•nd !9)7Os jiekped -e :-,i :ary -n its hf.z - -o "i

preoccupation with subversion and Internal secur:v.....

Several ancillary lomestic threats also endanger

continued professional role, while constituting the majority

of -asking for -he mociern Mexican miiitary. Four of -hese

threats will be brier>y Jiscussed here. The loss cf PRI

hegemony as a primary tnreat is nor disputed - indeed, none of

the following dangers to continued civil rule 4s likely to

cause a military repoliticization in and of itself. In

conjunction with others, however, or by means of a "flash

point" concurrent with the election of a non-PRI president,

these factors could strongly influence Mexico's military to

assume an increased political role. These four issues have

been carefully chosen for their wide representation of the

current and impending dangers to a subordinated and

professionalized Mexican military, and not because they form

an exhaustive list.

First is the counternarcotics effort, which requires

4 Ibid, p. 124. Additional information on the missions of the
Mexican military can be found on pp. 1 1 3 - 1 2 4 .

- Goodman and Mendelson. "The Threat of New Missions: Latin
American Militaries and the Drug War." In Goodman, Mendelson, and
Rial. p. 190.
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,s -;e , n - - , S3,,sodierS-. -. -anger

-:es nc- ;ni'." "..t:i -ssue, but also "hreatens

radi: z na :cncept r r' croressicnaiism'" by

involving mnii tI ar";_ _:--ersonnei in iomestic, 7overt, ana

corruotin-laden ac:;:-es ;;hii- -he counternarccti-cs issue

-as not yet -assumed the "naciownai political stature": _ n

.e.:icz t .-_ :t 2-as in -he_ : f--,_A tates, all f -e rrree

services are currentl -,, ely nvolved in interdiction and

eradicatio:n, and no diminishing or that role is predicted. The

counternarcotics issue has the potential, if not: strictly

controlled, co corrupt both military soldiers and their high-

ranking leaders. This could .-ever institutional loyalties and

divide portions of t:he armed forces against each other, a

dangerous and threatening turn of events for the continuance

!bid. p. 191.

"Guadalupe Gonzalez. "The Drug Connection in K.S.-Mexican

Relations." TIhe Dru Connection in UT.S.-Mexican Relations.
Guadalupe Gonzalez and Marta Tienda teds), tSan Diego: Center for
U.S.-Mexican Studies, Univ. o-f Ca, 1989.) p. 5. this monograph is
part of a series r-dited by Rosario Green and Peter H. Smith, which
addresses five topics of concern to future bilateral relations. The
Drua Connection provides an excellent assessment of the different
approaches toward and reasons behind each nation's counternarcotics
policy.
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or c:'ivl rule.

A seconda auxo.ori: -.. reat .-_s the izm~cration or

he 7uaternai.an retuees -no. Lcd-ents -.%no cross ::exico's

southern ecrder, and the emigrat::n :r arae numners rf able-

bodied w.;orkers to the Y7nired States :n search o- =mpcDcyment.

The former cresent an internal -risurgoency threat -.nd employ

much of the army's manpower. The latter drain Mexico's labor

force and economy. The country ;ias long acted as a mecca to

,he displaced of Central America, much as the United States

has Issued its siren's call to maiccntented Mexicans. For its

own national security reasons, Mexico continues to be

concerned by the seemingly endless influx of Guatemalans

fleeing north across its border. Many are suspected of

carrying with them the seeds of communist revolution. The

Mexican Army has been tasked with closing the porous southern

border, and takes its anti-communist, anti-insurgent mission

most seriously.

To the north, Mexico is plagued with a labor drain to

the United States. Whole communities suffer "migrant

syndrome, " in which the work force of entire townships is

significantly depleted. Mexico's armed forces are also

"" For further information on Mexico's counternarcotics threat

and the involvement of its armed forces, see Andrew Reding and

Christopher Whalen. Fraaile Stability: Reform and Repression in

Mexico under Carlos Salinas. 1989-1991. (New York: Mexico Project,

World Policy Institute, 1991.) Also see Thomas A. Murphy's thesis
"Prospects for United States-Mexican Cooperation in the War on Drug

Trafficking." (Monterey, Ca: Naval Postgraduate School, 1990.)
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:cncerned -:ver -ne . - -e 2000 :r-.ie 1 rcmmon
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oresence.

_,rban over-onulazlsn, -. i- z,:s t1hreat of social unrest

and :iisease cutbreaks 'f epidernic -proportion poses a -_hird

pote.-.tiai catalyst for a revitalized military 1oresence in

%.exico a-Lnd revised roii zal Dsole. Likewise, excessive

For more eI-enss'e s.uov . -Iexico's border ':roubles and -,he
:hreat they pose to contDnued .: abilitv, see Cunningham in Ronfeidt
ý1984. Also see Jorge Durand and Douglas S. Massey. "Mexican

Migration to the United States: A Critical Review." In LARR, Volume
27, Number 2, 1991, and Lorenzo Moreno, "The Linkage Between
Population and Economic Growth in Mexico: A New Policy Proposal?"
TARR, Volume 26, Number 3, 1991. The author also highly recommends
Wayne A. Cornelius, "Mexican Migration to the United States."
Mexican Miaration to the United States: Oriains. Conseauences. and
Policy Options. Wayne A. Cornelius and Jorge A. Bustamante (eds).
(San Diego: Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies, Univ. of Ca, 1989.)
This monograph covers the U.S. labor demand, Mexican labor supply,
the "social and economic consequences of transborder labor
migration, " (p. 10) and provides an analysis of policy options for
both the United States and Mexico. In the same volume, Kitty
Calavita provides an insightful assessment of the 1980s move toward
a U.S. militarization of the border. See her essay, "The

nmmigration Policy Debate: Critical Analysis and Future Options. "
Bustamante's essay, "Undocumented Immigration: Research Findings
and Policy Options" in Roet' 10,9) also gives a clear and focused

assessment of the national .security implications of --his issue.

The "nited 'Nations estimates the year 2000 population of
M-1exico City -t 27.37 million people. Reported in Hoffman, p. 771.
Currently, 14 million Mexico City residents are estimated to be
wlithout clean water or adequate sewage, making the "ring of misery"
as the slums are called, a breeding ground for disease. For further
information on Mexico's urban overpopulation problem, see Moreno in
LARR, and Foley in LARR. Foley describes at length the policies of
the Salinas administration and the President's plan for dealing
with the campesinos. it is these unlanded who are displaced from
their rural homes and seek a better life in the cities, at the rate
of over one million per year for Mexico City alone.
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These Issues are reprCsellt , : :ne ma-ar, modern,

Internai -nreats To ,!exico's national security. -- , siear

that since the subordination :t :.Iexico's militar-.' -o the

civilian government some 50 ,,'ears ago, the domestic role of

the armed forces has increased. The fact that :he military's

mission has been virtually contained within its own borders,
vet no threat to civil rule has _e-emerged, is a tr~buce to

the professionalism of Mexico's military leadership and its

continuing commitment to the goals of the Revolution.

a. The Military and the Tecnicos

In the past 20 years, the Mexican military

leadership has been forced to deal with a new breed of

commander-in-chief. Carlos Salinas is the fourth consecutive

president who has not previously held elective office." He

follows Luis Echeverria, Jose Lopez Portillo, and Miguel de !a

Madrid in a string of government administrators with advanced

technical skills and training. The :ecnicos, with their "mor 2

narrow focus, "- have thus far been privileged to bypass much

Cornelius and Craig in Almond and Powell. p. 450.

Elizabeth G. Ferris. "Toward a Theory for the Comparative
Analysis of Latin American Foreign Policy." Latin American Foreign
Policy: Global and Regional Dimensions. Elizabeth (3. Ferris and
Jennie K. Lincoln (eds). (Boulder: Westview Press, 1981.) p. 252.
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federal rcovernment, nr,'mari__- on -::e .erie -

rel'n;.,--arned cradua- e-igcrrees. :ears of crovernment service,

..owever, mean -- at -:nese men ;arave not 2een .oii:a novices

..;hen electýd. Rather, -hea previcus service has :ypically

been spentt in non-elected federal positions, often in

"financial and planning agencies, making them well-prepared

-:ea with the eccnomic is3ues _-.o revalen7t in .:e:,:icc today.

While --here are detinite advantages -o ceing a

political ",outsider" -s .-;resident, there are commensurate

concerns, especially within the military:

(N)ever tolerant of instability or lack of discipline,
(the armed forces) must be convinced by the tecnicos that
"thinas won't get out of hand." One way to do this is to
keep the services modernized and properly educated in
order to respond to any threat.

The tecnico president faces greater challenges than

a politico in maintaining the pride and autonomy of Mexico's

military. He is an unknown entity ,and without experience in

Zee Cornelius and Craig, both in Almond and Powell, p. 450,
and in The :4exican zoli-icai 2,vst,$rn in Transition, .. 48, for
:urther ciiscussion of these ._-3T.eretypes against the -ecnicos.

Cornelius and Craig. 1. 48.

Kelley. p. 56.
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deaiing "..irifrces. -He must -Tuard against being

.s ..n know ie-iea :]i-evcte snieciding -he

.rmed s:rc-s :rom engacrement n :-i:zs, ana ::,us: :-ain.ain

1is authority/ in the establis3hed :cmmananc structure, _speclailv°

!is position as commander-in-onier.

Since future Mexican presidents are likely to be recruited
"from -he ranks of -he -echnocrats, there is little
prospect of a return to Jovernment by traditional
coliticos.

The tecnicos will apparently continue as a fixture

in future Mexican administrations. The military acceptance and

support of each presidential aspirant will ultimately rest on

the reputation he enjoys within the armed forces and the

respect he demands from its leadership.

2. The International Role

The modern Mexican military has no history of an

external mission. As a home-based and internally-focused

force, the impressive level of professionalismn attained in the

years since the Revolution seems to be singularly out of step

with the path chosen by a majority of Latin American

militaries. The Mexican forces have been content to retain a

traditional military focus, applying their men and arms to

internal objectives when tasked, hut not seeking a role for

Cornelius and Craig in Almond and Powell. p. 451.
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-.hemseives in the poli-_t:ai scr'':re.

'.' strong a•nc :'snr,: <rnmln:-ment - -:ne exican

JOVerr.•,7m~l• 7 lc a s m I --a ry -- 1 01; :;a s 7 T:-S -. Y i C i-I

, eora -MpI r: ":> c denounce -oreign
-nt er'en:: ir>ismn as c• oi-isial -oo±. A-s was nent ioned

previousiy, Mexico Ias st roncrIy supported AieOiogicai

plurality in foreign crovernment-s when -nhose governments have

been deemed legitimate hy --heir .eopies. Mexico Is firmly

convinced of both the Uimnorality. of past U.S. encroacnments on

-s sovere-gn arfairs, Ifd :_t 7.S. interventions in Central

American and Caribbean nations. This explains the lack of

Mexican armed involvement in the region, and is a confirmation

of the enduring strength of Mexican Revolutionary ideology.

This chapter has also discussed the more active role

of the Mexican militar%, in areas which are traditionally non-

military in nature. Goodman and Mendelson see this shift in

mission as leading to a "new professionalism, "' which stresses

internal as opposed to externai security issues. The%,, argue

that the rising importance (-f fighting domestic narcotics

traffickina and guerrilla movements has led t "a

While this section of the essay is purposefully kept short,
the subject is an interesting one. For additional information
please see the author's essay as previously noted.

Goodman and Mendelson in Goodman, Mendelson, and Rial. p.
190.
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preoccupaticn -qiCh subversion and internal security",

throughout Jentral and --uth America since the L160s.

Stil-, :he Mexicar.n <rrmed fcrces have survived for 70

years .ithout an extercal :cle. Their g:overnment's politics

have precluded miiizarm, Lnvoivement -n the conflicts of the

region, y:et have maintained an active and professional

capability, unlike the CostEa Rican example. (In Costa Rica a

national pcolice force has been substituted for -raditionai

military forces with considerable domestic success.; The

imoortance .f -he mii-ar',- L ro:essionalization so carefully

engendered and maintained by the Mexican civilian

establishment must not be sold short. Professionalism has been

the major component in retaining the specialist nature of

Mexico's domestically-oriented military, without allowing it

to degenerate into a militarized police force.

' Ibid.
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IV. THE CURRENT PERSPECTIVE

-srca iy, i I _`7:o i- c a i _pposizion parties have

"essentlai-: nerrormed --c slzabi •zinci :fnc::ion _n. . Mexico.

They have served as an cutlet for .ne disenchanted electorate,

and since 1976, allowed token representation at -he local,

state, and even national levels. The most probable -threat to

conft.nued -_-viiian rule in Me-xico is a continued, iraduai

subsurotion of PR! power r;--" jrowing opposition car--ies. The

<ruestion remains: how wii IL the military react to this loss of

hegemony? The Mexican armed forces are extremely loyal to the

government party, and their true level of subordination will

be tested if a non-PRI president is elected.

The PRI did not intend to create the instrument of its own

demise through the necessity of incorporating increasing

proportional representation into government. Alternate parties

were supported "to give the PRI something to run against,

thereby strengthening the government's claim to popular

support and legitimate authority."''' This process proved

impossible to control. The PRI is "now confronted 'oy myriad

, Cornelius and Craig (1991.) p. 73.

Ibid.
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ohaiienges to its oo ca i >e,f,_monv and eg::imacy, .

teated :s:s wnr :o-*cina ooiit-oai :ower and

maintaining ios own ieagztimacv. Thorons for future P-RI-PAN and

PAN-PRD coalitions are -iiscussed 1--v '-igue1 Angel Centeno. The

latter Alliance, especi-ally, --s increasingly likely as pacts

are made :o ensure replacement of PRI incumbents with

opposition candidates.''

Military relations with the PRI remain much as they have

for over 60 years,-`4 and will continue as long as the PRI

provides for the needs of the mii4ltary without involving it

unduly in political matters. The P-RI has thus kept the

military reputation untarnished and paid its soldiers,

sailors, and airmen relatively well. Loyalties run deep on

both sides, and an intense allegiance to the PRI presidency is

102 Miguel Angel Centeno. Mexico in the 1990s: Government and
Ooposition Soeak Out. (San Diego: Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies,
Univ. of Ca, 1991.) p. i.

1ýý' See Centeno's introduction. Also Carlos B. Gil (ed). Ho1e
and Frustration: Interviews with Leaders of Mexico's Political
Oooosition. (Scholarly Resources, Wilmington, De; 1992.) pp. 71-76.
Also see . "Mexicans Hope to Dislodge Ruling Party." The
Californian. 6 November 1992. p. 10A, and "Fears of Fraud, Violence
Shroud Election in Mexico." The Californian. 9 November 1992. p.
5A. This article discusses the Fall 1992 coalition between the PAN
and PRD, which "Joined forces to back businessman Jorge Cardenas"
for the governorship of Tamaulipas. Although the coalition
candidate was purportedly credited with having won 70 percent of
the popular vote, the PRI candidate was declared the official
winner of the gubernatorial election.

. A Meyer in Reyna and Wienert. p. 10. Meyer cites Reyna's
essay on political control in modern Mexico entitled "Control
Politico, Estabilidad y Desarrollo en Mexico." Cuadernos del C.E.S.
Numero 3, 1974.
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:norained in millarv eacers. 'The military ensee

1 :1s :rmoraly .uoercr - oe :ountr,"s :s v ar

_eaders" -sneciaily to'e te.nico-s, Lnd w Ci contoiue to car r-

out its mission of crotecting and cefending the government In

the person of the president. For exampie, 4t Zs not unusual

for a defense secretary or other high-ranking military," leader

to "reiterate the loyal:;' cf the Army, Air Force, andr Navy to

(the) President� as commander-in-chief, rather -han to the

Constitution or to the Republic.

The importance of this :iistinc:ofon between :eai:y to the

Presidency and to the partEy requires that careful

consideration be given to t:he possibility that if the PRI

presidency were to be replaced by an opposition president-

elect, the Mexican military could conceivably transfer its

institutional loyalties from the Constitution and the

government as an institution to the persona of the PRI

presidential candidate and the PRI party leadership. Likewise,

the leadership of the armed forces could transfer their

loyalties to the new opposition president. Much of how the

military reacts to this loss of PRI hegemony will be shaped by

the PRI response to its deciining power. Four of the sptions

available to the PRI and the projected military reactions will

be discussed in Chapter 7.

: Cornelius and Craig in Almond and Powell. p. 467.

FBIS-LAT-89-220. p. 6.
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Fears -:.-ist -mcna -yrononenr-,i .- I muitj-part-y lemocracy"

":nac befcre -:hs noinr -an ::e :-ached, ,he mi!:ar" .ii

uniiatera>i' decide -c expand its role in eiections to

preclude opposition partzes :rcm gaining significant levels of

public support, and potentially exert substantial influence on

the results. It Is also possible such an increased military

role could be tasked by -he PRI in an effort to maintain

political dominance. To jueil public concerns about -he

military defense of PRI hegemony prior to the 1991

gubernatorial elections, Mexiccn :efense Minister Antonio

Riviello Bazan announced that the Army and Air Force would not

intervene in the elections, that the presence of soldiers was

only a precautionary measure to preserve order during the

polling and to collect ballots.-_

Despite growing voter support and increasing

representation at the local, state, and even national levels,

a non-PRI president will present a virtually unknown entity,

both personally and corporately. The level of military support

received will largely depend on the personality and politics

of the opposition president, as well as the willingness of the

PRI incumbent to -ransfer power out of PRI hands. The

president-elect's sphere of influence will be significantly

SAs announced by Mexican Detense Secretary General Antonio
Riviello Bazan and reported in "Ejercito y Fuerza Aerea, solo Para
cuidar el Orden Durante los Comicios." F .Z s . 7 July 1991, p.
1A. Carried by the U.S. Government's Info South Database.
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narrowed I: :'o- -pprovel f y 'he1 mi:ar-.

W4hen n-,ure cub): :oinlon .r:ncixv supports :non-PRI

zeit-ner 'PAN -r lertis- 7aiicnJ :adidnate for Zorrescident o

Mexico, -he armed :orces aid :vi! society may become

polarized: The miiitary, *ouid :ontinue to reiv Dn the

institutionalized PRI presidency and Senate for z:s support.

Central to the issue of military support will be the question

as to which party's candidate succeeds the PRI presidential

incumbent. The armed forces in Mexico, as in most countries,

are a largely conservative institution, and are :ar more

likely to accept a PAN president than a leftist one. The

military leadership will not easily accept the virtually

inevitable transition of power to any other political party,

however, despite the political affiliation of the candidate.

This scenario, which will almost surely occur within the next

20 years, may well serve to pit the military against civil

society if the electorate backs a PRD (or like coalition)

candidate perceived as unresponsive to the needs and desires

of the military. This could leading to increased military

repression and deprofessionaiization through direct military

interference in civil politics.

While the Mexican presidency has been largely

depersonalized in favor of the larger party institution, PRI

power remains centralized in the Qff ice of the presidency, and

support within the military for that office remains
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u:nI aterali ýIeEd :D<e R -,c- .--,rn qrhc :er sun1J~tra±.J t~a t.th ... he. rengath ,-f the rtres•cient~a:~

seems ,ni•elv. that -he I' n rega-n :ts -riZ :0fna'

omnipotence and quasi-magicai ,ura. Thus the PRI : resi'ency

4s treatirn 4ts own .lippery .lope, which may -yentuailV

result In -he loss t -;he residency. The i c.nd - 1

elections saw unprecedented evels of electoral fraud

precipitated yv the oovernment :,nd often enforced. >v armed

servicemen. While military forces were cositioned at -he polls

ostensibly to maintain order, their presence may `have been

felt as a physical threat in some politically contentious

areas. it is unknown how long this trend of utilizing the

military to enforce PRI will can continue without widespread

public rebellion, just as is unknown how far the military will

go to maintain PRI hegemony in the Presidential Palace.

Zinser has written, "The nature of civil-militar'

relations... hinges on the military's remaining trustful of

and loyal to the civil authorities it recognizes..."" The key

here lies in recognition: If the armed forces are ..iling to

further increase repression and electoral fraud, either at the

incumbent president's behest or on their own initiative, they

will continue to separate themselves from service to the state

and the public in favor of service to the party. if, however,

*,8 Smith in Cornelius, Gentleman, and Smith. p. 413.

Zinser in Goodman, Mendelson, and Rial. p. 229.
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the miiitar-; leadership feels threatened, _ts perceptions of

a decreasecdi soc-ai oosi:.cn zr o c•:tcaL status couio aead the

military -iD attemot a ':sur-atin -f hata power.

A. THE POTENTIAL FOR INTERVENTION

The loyalty and subordination of the Mexican military to

its civil government is well-documented. What has not been

explored are the factors which could cause this relationship

to decay. The very professionalization Mexico's military

leadership has so strongi%- rpurZued over the past 50 years

could be the vehicle of a newly politicized role. Pineyro

notes that

(m)ilitary education and productive capacity are
increasing the military's potential for autonomy: the
training of military professionals, such as doctors,
dentists, engineers, managers, and so forth, plus their
capacity to supply basic goods, such as food, suggest that
the armed forces may one day be able to function without
input from civil society.,

Increased military autonomy can thus be viewed as a factor of

professionalism in this case. Pineyro's concern is that

military autonomy from civil .;ociety could cause the armed

forces to deny civil control. It Mexico's armed services were

to usurp political power, Pineyro says that they have the

tools and skills, largely because of the advanced education

'10 Pineyro in Varas. p. 124.
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n.d -. er d:2es -n roessl:-:-::ýn, -c -T .s

.f~ na 7:ndc n 7-r~z

- S .. .; :o :ellrC -;.-!a c ha .... :trher
r-a tir her. hU

_ _'ar C:;SnI% -T.--s :ic'>r. .Ih: C- ,fect -:Eý :"urrent

s<a ii- -- y _n 'snsi:nT :.or:.._n, .n i -he baianc÷ ;etweer

o•o±it, l-._ s.ubordinat-.=n and :ernLir:arization is on znuaii

zhangcin7.

:h_:- E-e modern I.:e.--,: can i rmed forces current 1v nose

the miliary t e 7n:ed .tar÷s reoses domestically, lesser

circumstances would be required :o move the Mexican forces to

regain an active political role, and perhaps even to take the

Presidency by force. As Kelley noted, "Any instability or lack

of competence shown by the ruling elite could be met with

militar-, intervention. ....- While the likelihood of this appears

minimal today, the loss or PRI hiegemony could conceivably

brina -he .- orv;ies to a "tlash noint. " The milit-ar" w.ould

repoli:ze if Its leaders felt hat national s.',abil ..... -r

its own political position .ias .seriously threatened.

The hitrs-',, -f the t-ost-Regvniuionary government =n Mexico

has been one of flexibility and co-optation. Having survived

for over .-- years as -he -rue incarnation of the Revolution,

the ;R: corporate ideology and, -o some extent, mythology,

": Kelley. p. 57.
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.:r-nresse0 -. 0 non--R 7.resident

_- - . l c :. e . 3s resI z.. _ s

"poii-zi:a '•ncredcc ar v i5nd -mnazln-j party rsiiencv in

the face tf cr isi. The eeds --he miiitar7, may not

Fontinue -o ce met '_- %'weakening _R _ overnment, however,

even ý,itn such stores s: resiiienc." -and institutionai lovalt"

as the :Rl has enaendered in trhe armed forces.

The cential for _- military repoiiticization and its

likely imoact on the i.rcrfessionaiizat-ion of the Mexican armed

forces .,iil be examined in tne :•e:-:t section of -his thesis

through the framework provided by Davies' J-Curve and his

theorv of relative deprivation.

B. THE J-CURVE AND RELATIVE DEPRIVATION

Increasingly unfulfilled expectations beget revolution.

This is the basic premise behind James Davies' model,::3 and

one which lends itself to interpretation and application to

the PRI-military reiationship in Mexico. A modernized,

educated milliary readership s;uddenly perceiving itself as

abandoned 1)v its ooiical patron and position through the

election c' a non-PRI president noulid view itself as being in

this predicament. The PRI has worked to empower :ts military

Steven Sanderson. "Presidenti S--uccession and
Rationality in Mexico. " W-orldj Politics, Volume XXXV. (Princeton
Univ. Press, 7awrenceville, N.J; 1983.) p. 318.

; James C. Davies. "Toward a Theor-y of Revolution.'" (A
Sociological Review, Volume 6, rNumber 1, February 1962.)
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forces, out -ouid find .och er:'r-n a:zrlng as

oerce seif zs ierr=.+-- -.. :mate I,7sa .

•,• ia i'.-• '0" e ua_,
Davies C aintains 2!a o <:~:;&<ous •.,c. re -: aa

rise in levels -excni oo .<,t>3:Oac2fl rla=flnain social

stability. ".When that relative level. l:ratficaton can no

longer be maintained >y -he inst:itutin, the individual or

group feels disillusioned and deprived. Applying 7-is model,

1t -s -he PRI government which is responsible for ensuring

acceptable levels of satistaction are maintained for Mexico's

military. The military' .•: £veist .- atisfaction toen must fall

behind the still increasing level ot expectations, and the

group become dissatisfied with its lot, before revolution is

born. With current levels of gratification, the military is

content and continues to support the government. The gap

between levels of expectation and their realization may,

however, widen precipitously, triggered by the loss of PRI

hegemony. The armed forces might then withdraw their support

and turn against the PRI government or its imminent successor.

According to Davies, the source of this relative

deprivation can either originate at basic levels (food,

clothing, shelter) Dr .t higher ones, involving such factors

as wage increases and job henetits. The level at which the

deprivation takes place :s inconsequential, as it is the

increasing rift between expectations and attainment which

causes the feelings of deprivation. Victims "fear not just
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-: ;._. . ;e OSst : a- -::es Z aave

•'i t Ii - n e e-e-: r=: c e~ pi r--i L~ r e o n s r re -a r i:.v e

deprivation .:ouid pooentially ;rlse as domest!c -h-reats

consume -ne energries and resources rhe military considers its

cwn. These may become -a primarl nhreat as the PRI loses its

preeminent coli:icai cosiz.on, and leaders of the armed forces

must seek out their new role in a changing government. The

move to increase miliz-arv :n.vc'.-ement in domestic issues could

also pose a serious threat to a professionalized military, as

was postulated by Zinser.-

in addition, while not a factor for political mobilization

in and of itself, the state of the Mexican economy could be a

decisive element in this analysis. The importance of Mexico's

economy to the country's political stability is growing as the

country modernizes and industrializes, and the link between

economy and polity -.;ii .continue to strengthen. Another

recession such as the country experienced in the 1930s could

well push Mexico's PRI -:overnment over the brink of political

as -.;ell as economic bankruptc-. Thile the United States would

use all possible means -o preclude such a recurrence, another

Ibid.

Zinser in Goodman, Meniei.:on and Rial, especially pp. 229-
232.
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wiorldwide &ccnomic fieoression 2UCh :,i was 4:<Oer enceQ -:, 1929

could erfec'1-:e~v crev.enr: 7he °:nire,:i ,•a~ :rcr -V:~latl

cs -sources c uainsr .c:ch 7 ymii--arczaZionv. nAn -eccnomic

ccl-a-se ,'one wouid -:: iri-1; .:,xico's ormed .:ervces :o

resume :nerr former piuz:icai zole. A severe economic ceciine,

however, esnec-aLily when fi]ured 7-iDntly with the loss of PRI

hegemony and one Dr more of 7he four ancillar1y factors

mentioned previously, could evoke sufficient feelings of

deprivation among the ranks of Mexico's military leadership to

foment a repoii:icization.

According _o Davies' model, increased incidents of

military aggression and repression would occur as precursors

of military repoliticization in response to rising

frustrations within the armed forces. This assumes the move to

repoliticize is internal t:o the military itself. In modern

Mexico, however, such a move would probably not originate

within the military, but would be precipitated

as associates of civilian sectors that are strong and
persuasive enough to convince certain members of the
military of the adequacy and timeliness of their
assumption of government functions.

Ibid. pp. 219-220. Zinser notes that Ronfeldt agrees with
his assessment of the increased potential for Mexican military
repoliticization if it originates outside of the military, in the
civilian elite sector. This position is also taken by Cunningham in
Ronfeldt (1984.) p. 172.
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s- r .- rrcsedi ~ :s -Y

-e COre: ,- -_- - u C ar .s zo n-eahe

-,nd ..... 7?- - " -4 l- .. .
-~C tc -: a Is :i37Olar

,.--Q -x ....... PC T .... :T s -- •,7 •.. :;le :7&tai-ys: fzr r-" a tarv_,

rep~ii•z-acin :n -'] ffs•_-_ maincain Crii•< PRI
.egenc r:: Z .Ii: e a Z eI -es r- e in ---- - --T

=,-T•_eS l ýýrTm l~C ,_ o e •• ; - ,-" _-nd,

n :-_he lcngCT run, :Iemeanngn 'he L-oii iz: 'as worked :or I icong

o protect and defend, -`.is scenario or a miiitary7 emp oerment

in M.Iexa.co a't -he sugges-_ton .Ir aivilian eii-es _s more

_.lausc; -nan -`str-c: r t.on a... ,avies :-eor".

Still, his direct application of relative deprivation to

military deprofessionaiization and repoiiticization provides

a useful framework for examining the potential range of

military responses to a loss of PRI hegemony, which is the

subject of the next chapter.
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V. FOUR SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE OF PRI-MILITARY RELATIONS

The fcur-scenarc -rzei a eve! e-v h'_crnelius and --raig-

crcv;ldes :-n ---.ceii lgn: -1pprCach :cr -examining -he :uture

_otlcns :cr 4exicocs ::"vil-mili-ainy relations. Alithough the

autnors' ; crira Cc s Ii : n -he iovernments• internal

machinations rather -- an on -he -iiiTar•y's reac:-:cn -o the

"breakdown of -he ;ne-nart-, necgemonic coii:icai .sstem :n

-eex. co, -heir foor :'pticns -an ise readily appiiei to this

assessment of continued military subordination. The scenarios

range from political closure as the most likely alternative to

bring about a militarZ intervention, to immobilism, to the

modernization of the current authoritarian government

structure, and finally to limited power sharing at the far,

low end of the militar-y interventionist spectrum. The next

portion of this thesis will apply these four scenarios to the

militarij's political position as PRI power diminishes, analyze

the circumstances which would brincg each to bear, and assess

their consequences.

:.7 Cornelius and Craig. pp. 115-121.

• Ibid. p. 115.
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A. POLITICAL CLOSURE

d r::narLc :or

en *ch- : o ~tza' closure : MexIco.

This .- cenar .. s resee.: .><.Inrv the criginal :-cnT:nuum

crsdedtv :cecorneiius-•nd :raiu, arter immobilism. ?When

acpplied -he future Loiiieai .ole of -he armed ftorces,

however, -!s factors clearly *:arry the highest potential for

milir-ar- repoiiz±cization. In their definition of political

closure, £orneiius and Craig :ocus on internal PRI pressures

cr polimtical retrenchment cnad abandonment of democratic

reforms. They suggest PRI elite pressures upon the president

would threaten a dissolution of PRI support and cohesion for

"the presidency if reforms were pursued. Their model also

hinges political closure on the failure of the economic model

empiaced by President Saiinas and his tecnico predecessors.

The first factor in this scenario, mounting international

pressure, would seek to force the faltering PRI government

into accepting a new role as one among many political parties,

resulting in a PRI retrenchment. The original model indicates

such political retrenchment would require an increase in

authoritarianism and enforced sccial repression, resulting in

international pressure to moderate the government's harsh

stance. This could serve to severely set Mexico back in the

economic realm, which would not be tolerated by the military.

Political tlosure could thus also equal economic closure, a



scenario which :ouid not augur ;elil for -he nation. Therefore

:his lik i=omilsm, isn :rni;ei alternative ::r -he ?RT

:rovernment. ,ni-.:`e n a reactr!:nay: oary poi c leaders

would ,rove willina to :soiat:e e ounlt<7 n fa lace <f

modern economic expansion.

A second factor of coii:icai closure is -he imoiementation

of nhe Nort:h American Free Trade Agreement, whlicfh should

virtually cut ohe option or nolitical closure from the list Of

available policy &otions. When the accord is rat:ified makes

Iittle difference, as it -gill surely be an early priority of

the Clinton Administration.:'' The increased international

focus and potential economic gains which are likely to

accompany execution of the accord, and the accompanying loss

of sovereignty inherent in any international trade agreement

should serve to keep both Mexico's civilian and military

leadership from allowing such an impasse to be reached.

If, however, political closure is reached before the

accord can be fully implemented, the possibility of economic

collapse also enters the picture. The possibility of Mexico

suffering any semblance of ail-encompassing economic collapse

grows weaker and less likely as the inevitable implementation

of NAFTA becomes reality. Thus an actual enactment of events

justifying military usurpation of government control also

____"Clinton tells Mexico's Salinas he Backs Trade
Pact." The Californian. 6 November 1992. p. 7C.
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ceccme 1ncreasicngly -mniausibi-.

-eS . .... - ... .. -fa c t o r : - =

iosu[re, m:e severe :iete-rrann o- "......cs econcmy st-emming

--ram he -7aire or +ccncmic z-oiroes enacted by -he :ecnico

PRI administration, _n response, the first sZep Toward

political 2losure %qoucld be the -FRI pýresident's abandonment of

political reform. This -.;ould initially serve to rally some

increased measure of support Zor -he embattled president among
a -hreatened eiit, it jould aLiso, however, cet an

L cr eate an

xmnecdiate 'sackiasn IroLngc•li c-ernents _f -he Do-it:caI

opposition, necessitating the imposition of further

authoritarian measures. in this scenario,

(s) ince the PRI seems to have lost the capacity to
incorporate such movement-s, there may be a strong
temptation to simply repress (political opposition) rather
than tr:- to build strategic alliances with them.--

At -he beginning of -his phasing into political closure,

the loyalty and support of !the military would be crucial:

without t-he backing of the armed forces, the president could

prove unable to projec-_ a sutficiently powerful presence to

maintain his position. Edward Wiiliiams and Freeman ;,,riCjht note

that " (d)uring economic bad times the military tends t-o assume

power to save the nation from what it regards to be the

: Cornelius and Craig. p. 113.
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ineptJ:u de .f ivlian leaders.- Therefore the oresident

:_ust -rent ue -o _e -- ewed -:he leadership .f the armed

forces as :o.h capable nd i-cisi- miltary suppert: s not

to 7ome T:stc uesticn. With ;.oii:icai -nd military elite

backing, however, -he i.resident -:Duid rally public support,

both to Increase his own iegr~imac" and to portray an image of

strength.

The fourth and final factor of political closure, economic

collapse, becomes imminent as the PRI president is forced to

resort to increasinag.' authoritarian means to retain his

authority and position. Political elite backing fades as the

increasingly besieged president relies on fewer advisors and

less compromise. This remoteness of the head of the PRI from

both the party and his constituency would distance the

president from all but the closest followers.

As the president recedes from traditional PRI tactics,

toward inflexibility, the PRI cabinet and Secretaries of the

Army and Navy could be coerced into defending the president's

position on the grounds of economic and political stability.

In this scenario, the increasingly authoritarian measures

would most likely be touted publicly as temporary and

Williams and Wright. p. 199. The authors list economic
reasons as the primary "internal condition" facilitating
repoliticization of Latin American militaries, above other social
and political pressures. Although Williams and Wright are referring
to Latin American militaries in general and not to Mexico's unique
case, their theory is equally plausible when examining the
potential catalysts of a Mexican repoliticization.



::ecessa r%, q.e: nf - :n ar . "?V :r" "-..,s c sc . ., -n en,

"In.. .cessa2r._. Ile .-

:,ct:'nf, ;ut iei:e i-: :e V- -st -.- rba- supoc=- :or rhe

res-:. >- -- '_n _"3 :- .W...evP, -nat even s-rcng ana

orevious ': "oouiar i3resoident- '...1011 assume 1he --ontinued

a c.....n g the Ifar. e -..r o attemot to receatedly

Ut-Ilize tne armed forced to repress political dissent.

The .-.otential for . repolitic zaz• on of Mexico's armed

forces is most likely o- occur in tne scenario of -Doii4tical

-. "le fl t -& -:his e3 :f -ne -our .scenarlos

to actuall- occur, t :arries -he highest potential for a

military repoiiticization. Political closure is comprised of

four factors. First, A weakened and politically threatened PRI

could begin to retrench as international pressure to implement

democratic reforms mounts to intolerable levels. The second

factor involves the tenets of the North American Free Trade

Agreement and the PRI fear of potential economic and political

losses. Third, -he severe -leterioratI=on of Mexico's economy

could force the PRI to look to its loyal right arm, the
military, to maintain its .;eat in power. The military would

probably not usurp the reins ct power for its own eCnds _.n this

scenario, -ven as the fourth factor, economic collapse, became

imminent. :t couild, 0owever, Io so at the behest of

disgruntled PRI elites fearing rhe impending loss of political

hegemony. As the strong arm of the PRI, the armed forces would

ý,3



-nus merely ensure poiiicai positions were reserved tor PRI

r~tcesezit:zes.

B. IMMOBILISM

_mmooii-sm -s -me .ecoi -scenarlo In tfhis mode!. -I was

'nhe =rst in ,hne or cina. model r"Le ilT by Cornelius i nd Craig.

:mmobilism represents a lesser threat 0or miIitary

repoliticlzation than does coli•t-ica closure, and is somewhat

more likely to occur.

Corneizus and Craici define zrmmobiiism as the inability of

Mexico's PRI elite to "adapt constructively to the country's

new political environment.' -- They posit that stagnation may

result as the PRI fails to respond with sufficient speed and

strength to popular calls for democratic reforms. webster

provides the basis for this term, defining immobilism as

(a) governmental policy characterized by compromise and
moderation often to the point of ignoring basic issues and
stagnation of progressive trends.-

This formal definition of immobiiism is largely unknown, but

is in keeping with the definition provided by Cornelius and

Craig. Application of this term to their scenario for

political transition is appropriate. Implying an eventual

Cornelius and Craig (1991.) p. 115.

: Webster's Third International Dictionary. (Springfield,
Mass: Merriam-Webster Publishers, 1986.)
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-nii:arv. ,nd FR2_:-_,- - t; --he Natty is : '. -a .-

1oi: =cal noositlon.

Several distncc ::zccs -: nmobliism deserv:e :divaidua_

ccnsideraticn. in tre :ZrL- :. oabie component r f i

scenario, military and :ivil leadership arrive at a political

impasse as PRI hegemony :aiers, a Tuncture neither is capable

of broachina successfu.' ly. PRI leadership would then prove
-ncreasinaiy unable to rovern iue- a 'ack -f -eagtimacy and

inability to adapt to The pluralistic political environment

forced ipon it. Thus Mexico's political elites would

effectively freeze the wheels of their own government,

rendering ineffectual any and all attempts by PRI officials to

gain consensus or promote action.

Should this government freeze occur, the leadership of the

armed forces may see itself as (I) capable of adapting where

the civil government is not, -2) more in Touch with the

constituency, and (3) more capable of ruling effectively than

the increasingly illegitimate PRI. Several key characteristics

of Mexico's modern miliary miaht assist a remilitarization in

this case: most importantly, the "increasing military

sophistication-' resulitina from wide-spread tccess to

graduate-level educati.:n :or large numbers or military

Cunningham in Ronfeldt ý1984.) p. 172.



officers, -.;hich has resulted -n an educated and politically

astute aily"t or the R.I. Axalnawe,.er, :t _e, that

the armed forces, :r ondecenlent _rtoups of off-=-rs, .ould

ttempt -;surc :ocerment ower tDor neir own ends. t: Ls

_ar more nrobable -- at senior -.rficers could be persuaded by

Jisillusioned =RI offeiais <o .eize the Federal District in

the name )f -he PRI. :his attempt would be made to return

legitimacy to the one-party system and broach Mexico's

political immobilism.

A second factor . r immobiiism is the inherent ultra-

flexibility which cculd keep PRI party elites from coalescing

on the issues of democratization, thus dooming their position

in the pluralistic government of the future. Were the PRI

leaders able to maintain some semblance of cohesion in this

scenario, they might be able to lead the party in continuing

to provide political representation for large sectors of

Mexican society. Such interest consolidation is unlikely,

however, and immobilism may effectively deny the party the

benefit of democratic reform. After-the-fact attempts at

political reform would have virtually no chance of success.

As the civilian PRI government becomes increasingly bound

by pressures to compromise, the leadership of the armed forces

may perceive the party as abandoning the objectives of the

Revolution In favor of self-preservation. In response, the

military is more likely to take upon itself the responsibility

` 6



.. .. ose _nieais. Ts :cuid -ake ne :r

se lc - I -- a r-," - e r Scn-e

thirc factor :---: Ioorli:s -is hnat: i. could 7c r

the carty '- -he -ime -elites :ttempt reform, :hat even a

strong political leader w•ouid be inabie -o revitalize and

motivate party support. The diminishment of the president's

role is inherent in this scenario, making the threat posed to

the PRI aovernment bv political opposition less than the level

achieved within the PR! s:self. :n such a situation the party

elites would see no alternative but to look to new sources for

leadership, perhaps attempting to utilize the military in

enforcing their will.

The demise of the office of the PRI president as central

leader of the country would throw the armed forces into a

quandary. in the second factor of immobilism, the military may

feel the ideals of the Revolution are being abandoned by the

PRI government. In the third, it could be the military itself

which feels abandoned Ly its patron, the president of Mexico.

This could prove devastating to the services so painstakingly

subordinated over a number of decades to the civil government.

A loss of leadership in an authoritarian system such as

Mexico's could cause the military as well as the civilian

administration to search for new sources of leadership,

despite the divisive results for both groups.
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fourth factor :inobiism is the inevitable split

-.n.cnic would emergre 1rcm -e &ctlons rt both the reactionaries

.ithtin th1e cart! lite a..ho -.,isn ro return to a PRI overnnment

at all :osts, and tne revoiutnrres, both in.nrna. nd

external to the partLy, *.;no wish to .mpose democratic reforms.

This could :mause party -Iit_-s to split along polisico-uecnicc

or conservative-liberal lines, but the resulting factionalism

would almost certainly prove fatal :o the PRI as a co-opting

influence in Mexican society and hasten its political

destruction. Cornelius and craigr postulate that in the case

of immobilism, the PRI would either return to its corporatist

heritage or

the party will be irrevocably split, with the old-style
corporatists and the modernizing technocrats going their
own separate ways, taking whatever supporters they can
muster.,-

The result would be a virtual deadlock, with neither leftist

nor rightist opposition parties able to break the stalemate.

indeed, the split in the PRI could serve to further divide and

conquer the political opposition, rendering it less effective

than before the PRI breakdown. As PRI leaders then settle into

one of two camps, probably divided along reactionary politico

or reform-minded :ecnico lines, the corporatist legacy of the

Cornelius and Craig. p. 115.
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PRI Cmiht "..ieil be shattered :n avor --f two or more)

•oar2zed -a~crions '::mte:ing o-,r- "-cpuar support. Each secicr

.: 'he -ailing PRI oar:": '...ouid -cen he forced -t muster -7s

own popular support, -u:u 'he <ransir:_on from PRI hegemony to

multi-part': plurality' ...-ould h-av- to be completed w.,iithout toe

former's s-abilizing influence.

Caught in the middle of this split: between conservatives

and liberals, 'or politi-cos an. enlccs, the military might

wqelI be seen by all PRI factions as a prize to be won. While

,-he geenerals and admiirais .Dt Ihe militarv would not relish

such a position, each contender for political power would

realize the significance of military backing, both from a

security perspective and from the possibility of utilizing any

residual legitimacy surrounding the military to increase its

own prominence and prestige.

The fifth and final factor of immobilism is "intra-elite

conflict,''- and the intra-party rivalries which would result

in an ineffective "lame duck" PRI president, who can only wait

for his successor's inauguration while watching his own

party's demise. This final factor could firmly freeze the

wheels of government and nmight provide a catalyst, effectively

propelling the military to seize the reins of political power.

Cornelius and CraicT maintain that "(e)ven though the PRI

will continue to deteriorate, no opposition party will have

Ibid.
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,:e capaclity rc replace I:n -Iower, at least at cne national

evel." This mav ct ce aitog-eter erue. As was 4iscussed

creviousiiv, :he ýAN and :RD recent: *:n mbined political forces

in Tamaulipas by supporting a single gubernatorial candidate

in an attempt to overthrow -he PRI candidate. Similar

coalitions wilz orcbabiy be formed in other states as The PRI

becomes increasingly 'ouinerable Tc electoral defeat. Assuming

that for The 1990s, at _east, Cornelius and Craig will

continue to be correct in their -,ssessment that opposition

parties will be unable :o defeat :he PRI at the national

level, the military will, for the present, remain the only

institution capable of preempting PRI power and maintaining

social order. The corporatist heritage of the Mexican armed

forces makes its military leaders natural successors to

political power in an immobiiism scenario.

Immobilism would effectively stall the political efforts

of both the PRI and opposition parties, ensuring little could

be accomplished without a catalyst. This was postulated in the

preceding chapter through Davies' theory of relative

deprivation with the addition of Zinser's requirement for a

catalyst. As unlikely as the entire scenario of immobilism

:Z7 Ibid. p. 117.

____ "Mexicans Hope to Dislodge Ruling Party." The
Californian. 6 November 1992. p. 10A. Also see _. "Mexico
Opposition Plans Protest of Election." The New York Times. 10
November 1992, p. A6.
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a Y , - .7. ...1-. .1-1. e "-;' ere m snc s ,e

-c[ai'< - *-, ;:re rr '.............i -i J_ • eadiloc;<.

tAs -he rfeczs - -e _ _-ac-ors c: immobilism ;segin

o accumulate, -the ieadersni.p -te a•rmed forces could expect

o : .n .tnezr :PI benefactcr ronsumed with self-oreservation

and increasinagi unconcerned with the welfare of its clients.

The military would !-hus be increasingly willing to seize

Political Dower, at Least temporarily. Let us summarize this

scenario's distinct tmoiications for miiitary intervention.

First, under immobi4ism the Leadersihip of the armed forces is

likely to see itself -as more capable of ruling and more

legitimate than the deadlocked PRI. Second, this same

leadership would see the ideals of the Revolution abandoned in

favor of self-perpetuation of the party supposedly committed

to preserving the union of the Republic. Third, the military

could view its role as abandoned by its long-time PRI patrons,

as they battle each other in the political infighting

consuming the Federal District. Fourth, factional squabbling

for military support could further confuse a militar-y

dedicated to its own depoliticization. And lastly, a faltering

an ineffectual lame-duck president might conceivably -tct as

the final straw forcing a repoliticization of Mexico's armed

forces at -he behest -Dr disillusioned civilian elites. Thus,

it is not unrealistic t-o assume the military might, of its own

volition, attempt to usurp political power from the aridlocked
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R. I ts itentions C) .:oZi, >.owever, wouol :cr I e I

"-_- Z•. - _.n Tf ! s c.: < i z ': • we-r , -u t in 1-Zn 7-- e < -7 :

-ees-abiish whe cower >ase e c ncsLusLonar-- n ne-i-arp-

governmenT system, bases. on -eVoiu->onar, ideals.

The scenaric of icmobaIism unnot be overlooked when

reviewing -he :.rex-ico's political forecast,

but. the actual probability of such an occurrence is and shall

remain small. The poii-icai acuity of both Mexico's PRI and

its militar-/ must. be -aken into account: it seems unlikely

that such an impasse ,ouid be .r•rtained without drawing some

preempt7_ve response :rom t1he government, military, or

political opposition.

C. MODERNIZATION OF AUTHORITARIANISM

in their model, Cornelius and Craig utilize this third

scenario to depict a re-energized PRI, capable of fending off

indefinitely any and all potential adversaries from either the

political right or left. This is the most likely PRI response

to an impending loss cf hegemony, but. bears a significantly

decreased potential for a repoiit icization of --he armed

forces. A renewed authoritarianism could be applied Cy The PRI
in an atte.-t to maintain oh i:oiiticai cower and social

stability. Depending largely on :ronasoi and other _-o-opting

programs aimed at increasing -he ,)ase ot PRI support, :he

party could thus sustain itself for --n indeterminate period of

time.



- i-: snreasornable, however, -o think that :he :rrowing

t:end 1tjwaros political uraiito y suid be permanent-" stopped

:nrcugn suq c simple means. This would :emporarl.y end the

di;i:sive e ectorai fraud which has increased with the strength

cf Doo::-cai opposition. It might even encourage greater

autonomy within the confines of those parameters acceptable to

the PRI. The amount of incorporation, flexibility, and

compromise which would be required, however, make the long-

term .uccess of a modernized authoritarian system

cruestionable. Still, Ihis option provides little potential for

a repoliticized military. T-he needs of the armed forces would

continue to be provided by the governing PRI elite, and the

military's power and social position remain assured.

The first factor of this scenario involves a reversion to

populism in the face of increased political pluralism at the

local and state levels. This would include an increase in

personalismo and a rising reliance by the PRI on the

charismatic leadership of the president. It would also give

rise to a growing authoritarianism at the national level.

This scenario would not be difficult for the leadership of

Mexico's armed forces -o accept, as long as severe levels of

repression were not required in order to engage this renewed

authoritarianism. Assuming that the political powers behind

the PRI implement this scenario as a pre-emptive rather than

a reactionary measure, the political cost incurred by the

7-,



military would be minimal. The armed forces current:- proclaim

their alilegiance to the president •s -eil as to -he R.epublic:

the transition ro an increased authoritarianism would

therefore not require much political capital. The military

would, however, be caugrht between patron and patriotism if the

PRI hierarchy were to wait until a non-PRI president is

elected, or appears about to be elected, before implementing

the restrictions inherent in a modernized authoritarian

system. it is, however, unlikely that the PRI would wait until

such time as its hegemony has been lost (or that loss is

imminent) before instituting a revitalized authoritarian

model, centered around a highly personalistic presidency.

The second factor of modernized authoritarianism would be

the continuance of limited democracy at the state and local

levels, as far as this is condoned by the PRI national

leadership. This would serve to incorporate potentially

dangerous elements of the political opposition into the

government system. It would also allow the PRI to control the

level of that representation and the measure of its

effectiveness at meeting the needs of non-PRI supporters for

an indefinite period of time. With such a system, the PRI

could repress the strength of the competition presented at the

national level, but still permit a legal and potentially

viable political rivalry with the PRI. It could do so at a

level far lower than that proposed in the fourth scenario,
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limited cower sharing, cut with far more efficacy than the

cptions proposed in scenarios ;ne Dr two. M4odernized

authoritarianism would aiso 'L.ow the ;RI to retain its

political a-dversaries In a weakened state.

_n !his scenario, -he PRI would not be likely to maintain

so strong a position as in either political ::losure or

immobilism, but would maintain sufficient political power only

to preserve a divided and unfocused opponent. The PRI

president and Cabinet could thus dole out political favors at

will, while sharing little Iof the responsibility for

constituent representation or decision-making authority.

This should provide an opportunity for the Mexican armed

forces to retain their current constabulary role and extra-

governmental role in support of the PRI government, while

remaining loyal to their nation's constitution. Having sworn

loyalty to both the president and the Republic, the leadership

of the armed forces could rest assured it was carrying out its

patriotic duty in supporting a reinforced PRI presidency,

having kept its covenant with the two equally well. The

prospect of a PRI-controlled political opposition would not

degrade the fealty of the military unless the party, needing

a speedy enforcemexiL of its renewed authoritarianism as a

reactionary measure, decided to use the armed forces as its

enforcer. At that point, the military would be forced to

choose between its loyalty to the party and its bond to the
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peoplet. Is doubtful Ihe PRI o.zould lace the leadership of

the armed~. z-rces in suc- a preca:-cus posion and r:s' osirng

i.s support. Were tne ztiuation -:at desperate for the PRI,

the partzy ,ould retrench cor split Os was seen In the first

scenarios, resulting in political closure or immobilism. Thus,

as a pre-emptive measure, -he militar-y can probably be countea

on to support the government if the PRI chooses to shift to a

more authoritarian mode. This would return PRI politics to the

eariy post-Revolutionary times when political opposition was

controlled by the PRI and its leaders envisioned little

potential for political puissance.

The third factor of a modernized authoritarian PRI

government would be the increased reliance on a "new set of

organizations and alliances."'-* A prime example of a modern

attempt to expand such incorporation efforts is the Pronasol,

or Solidarity, movement which uses government-funded self-help

programs to galvanize (largely rural) communities into

supporting the PRI. While much good has resulted from Pronasoi

initiatives with the building of schools and medical clinics,

it is evident that the program is being used for political

ends, to revive PRI support in areas which have experienced

high voter support for opposition parties. Thus, at least for

the present and near future, the PRI fulfills both its

corporatist goal of inclusionaiy government and galvanizes its

*? Cornelius and Craig. p. 118.



Own Inosr'. on cover "nv -einstating the PRI' s " ie as a
we::are machine, :-as, :,as •- e the -RI to ,eaaon ts

role as -ne centerpoece -r the party system." Such

government programs Ere :iesigned to increase the

attractiveness of -he =RI to large sectors of the Mexican

population, and can be expected to increase dramatically in

the coming years, both in terms of grovernment expenditures and

political influence.

Cornelius and Craig contend that the political sacrifices

required to enforce "a harsh, autnoritarian closure"- would

be virtually prohibitive. It can therefore be assumed that a

re-energized PRI would utilize the political gain from such

organizations as Pronasol to revitalize its political

legitimacy, increasing its palatability to the general public.

By coopting greater segments of the disaffected civilian

sector, the PRI could effectively ensure its hold on the

presidency, while having to give up little domestically, at

least, in the short term.

The Mexican armed forces .re most likely to continue

supporting t-heir government's increased investment in such

programs -is Pronasol. Because the military performs an

Denise Dresser. "Bringing the Poor Back :n: Poverty
Alleviation and Regime Legitimacy in Mexico." (Princeton Univ. and
Instituco Tecnologico Auconomo Je Mexico; September 1992.
Unpublished. p. 2.

Cornelius and Craig. p. 118.
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,naw, ........ :i't ts leaders - , :ig.-,"

riware - :actnrs .*.,J* -' -. e taree sec-:-s -

nationai 2lefense plan. --e ::ar-_ sees -he cenericiai

effects of programs ;Ies.unecd -o .maintain social order as

helpful in its seccnd -ission, rueiina internal political

movements which are deemed : threat to --he state.

Specifically, the armed forces will support those programs

which are capable of pre-empt:ng mi"'itar, mobii-zatrion to

combat civil disturbances.

The fourth and rinaL tfct-or *[r th<is scenario -s 7-he easing

of political restrictions. Unlike the scenario of political

closure, under modernized authoritarianism the PRI government

would not be besieged by a failed economy and would be likely

to remain willing and able to participate in the global

economy. -32 Under intense international scrutiny, the PRI

president and national leaders would doubtless seek to allay

the fears of their allies with certain measures such as a

deregulation of the media 'r -riving increased attention to

alleged human rights violations. A revitaiized authoritarian

PRI government would arouse world interest, a side effect not

desired by the PRI. 'lot -.-ishina r., <'a±l attention to itself in

S-ZReding and Whalen would t)lace the current Mexican
government at the modernized a:uthoritarlan level, but repeatedly
express concern in their paper rthat the Uinited States is tacitly
supporting an administration, and indeed a corrupt government
system, which is both repressive to its citizens and will be
detrimental to the Republic in the long-run.
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its retreat from tne democratic "reforms so recentiv_ praised tv

-t.. iernona• ,_.:...~._•Z, 7,:.;7could continue 7to keep

ts armed forces cut tfine spcT i::ht. A heightened poliiZcai

profile for the mliar-t iould not serve :he purposes of

either -he PRI or the armed forces as they work together to

regain and sooiif politicai hegemony for -he party.

Consequently, :he international expectations of an increased

political roie for Mexico's military would go unrealized. The

leaders of the services can be expected to forego political

fame in order :o renew; their relationship with the PRI as

benefactor.

This scenario of modernized authoritarianism is the most

realistic of the four in terms of PRI response to loss of

hegemony. In terms of its domestic palatability, Mexican

political opposition would be forced to assume a less

desirable and more controlled role, but one which it might

find preferable to the obvious alternatives of political

closure or immobiiism. The international reaction to increased

authoritarianism would also be far less strident than to

either of the previous two scenarios. This scenario would also

best the previous two -n its ease or execution. Assuming the

PRI government implements the four factors of this scenario

prior to -he election or imminent election of a non-PRI

presidential candidate, the political costs need not be

prohibitive. On the likelihood of the PRI actually resorting
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to a mociern.zzed author_-sr:sn~sr .:r.."ius and Cra>_ comment,

There .s , v'ay .. ÷,fldence -c suggest .-_hat hne
mtr_ f I eadiers •ccep :e zdea -hat -heir oarty

,.:i _-ease to be the "part -of -he state, " much less cease
c- ze --. coverning .-:ar!-.-. They --av endorse a coiicicai

openingr, out :only .. ;ithout rea -rcsk of losing power. -"

This scenario is also the mosl- •ikely in that the PRI would

nor only face diminished olitiical opposition from alternate

parties, out also from the military. Prudent implementation of

a modernizedi authori-arior, :ootel .iouid not on-, iecrease

pressure from -he civi' .30c:or, oýliut also from a disaffected

military with potentially political aspirations. The armed

forces could be relied upon for their support of the PRI

government, providing troops and weapons were not needed to

impose a continued PRI presidency on an unwilling

constituency. In terms of maintaining the loyalty of a

subordinated military, this scenario remains both more

reasonable and more likely -o occur than either immobilism or

political ciosulre.

D. LIMITED POWER SHARING

This is the most Liberal ct -he four scenarios, snd as

such would allow for the greatest implementation of dJemocratic

reform. Cornelius and C(raic: re-er to trhe Indian Congress Party

".3 Cornelius and Craig. p. 119.
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model 'nelr -xoiana_ - n -: _rute : nower sharlng, c..p-ing

a ;villincrness .;urr=haier -rntroi municipai and state
oternmerl r-s _outlne1 : K, .ie :jntist T- is

Cpposit:on in Their :-egionai --tronghoids, in the interest
r stav~na in r:ower -he :.-at-ona'l level.

7n This .scenario, full poiiri.-ai participation .ould be

encouraaed for coposition .-andidates and representatives at

the local and state eveis. Free and fair elections -would

permit -he selection c-f opposition hopefuls to any elected

seat below the naticnal -eve". Keorge Philip takes this

scenario one step further in his study of Mexico's presidency

when he insists that

real political concessions... have now accumulated to the
point where the inner structures of the Mexican state are
under pressure as never before. Development of genuinely
competitive democracy is, now, a real option.-:'

Philip foresees major changes in Mexico's political power

balance, but does not include t1he military as a player in this

impending shift.

: ibid.

:' Philip, -. 173. This observation is in keeping with the
rest of his chapter, "The Presidency and Political Change. " This
author believes Philip is overly optimistic for the success of a
truly pluralistic democracy in Mexico, and in expecting the PRI
leadership to readily accept loss of the presidency, perhaps as
early as 1994. p. 176.
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Limited power sharin- "woulS cervn ý, maintain PRI controi

:: -he c-residency, much -qs -:iv modernized nuthori--ri f

scenario prescribed, nut wick=ou• he local and regional

control mechanisms impiici: in rhac model. This control could

be maintained nhrough a piuraii," -f ":oes, however, rather

shan having zo rely on a ma]ori:y. .everai distinct tactors of

this scenario are noteworthy.

The first factor of limited power sharing would be its

provision for regional difterences in Levels of PRI support,

and accordingly for variances inf levels of opposition support

as well. In this scenario local, state, and congressional

leaders would be freely elected and serve as fully integrated

members of the government. As such it is the most inclusionary

of the four scenarios, and therefore the most representative

of the goals and ideals of the Mexican Revolution. This does

not, however, make this fourth scenario the most likely PRI

response to a loss of hegemony. It does not sufficiently

consider the legacy of authoritarianism inherent in Mexico's

modern federal, state, and local government, nor does it weigh

the desire for self-preservation intrinsic to the PRI.

The Mexican army, divided into districts which cover the

Republic, has built into its structure sufficient autonomy to

deal with regional disparities in PRI affiliation and support.

Its district commanders may not hold public office, but they

are powerful citizens nonetheless. In this scenario elections

:Q;2



are eld :ree arnd "eguar-i.r, z.n -ne miii-ar',- zs :-;o:

:ons~oere,2: 2 -o ter. -n :-ei-_- owever, the .eiCt:.r• :

t .... a _ er • .: 1s?.. -r fmed : 1,es -o sucC 1 _ cn•:ions,

ýspec av -.;n.en i..ecre zpparenr ,at: DRI represen-at-rn at

the national level v .eouC1 u ;e rinsufricient to maintain

piurality -..iithin Congress, ",,wouii i3e significant. it is not

unreasonable to consider an Increased political role for the

armed forces in certain states and locales where voter support

could thus be influenced.

second factor c: n7s scenario 4s the inevitabi•ity of

increased competition between political parties, including the

PRI, for voter support. This should breed increased levels of

sensitivity to voter needs by the elected representatives and

a more responsive government. As competition fosters

responsiveness, so responsiveness would foster democratic

reform within the PRI. This scenario of limited power sharing,

therefore, is self-defeating. L.ong-term, it does not allow for

the denigration of PRI control, but would provide ktemporary)

political capital for apparent steps toward the Loss of PRI

hegemony. Meanwhile, (t)he Mexican regime's longTstanding

legitimacy and stability has required better-rthan-average

economic growth levels, but has been unable to maintain

Riordan Roett. "Mexico and the United States: Managing the
Relationship.," Mexico and t he United States: Manaaina -he
Relationship. Riordan Roett (ed) . (Westview Press, Boulder; 1988.)
p. 8.
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such economic or -oii:srrordrs. _ hroughout the " ?.s. This

S ,,-.e .eci~n- &n r•gl:.acy =e -he par-:, i.n7zn nas

r-espcndedOy creas-uj :ernocr,: _ = zn:iatives n cres i.

shorlna up tcs sagging man(aont&e.

The militarv• s response to t`e ,democratic reforms inherent

in this model can ,e c:redicted -s negative. Because D:- -he

local and state emphasis in this scenario, increased political

activism by regional leaders of the military could be expected

.n response to decreases in -RI support, although this

activism w;ould probably neinher se shared nor condoned at the

national level.

The third apparent factor is the resulting PRI dominance

as opposed to hegemony. Some would contend this level of power

sharing has already been achieved, and indeed, in several

Mexican states it has. Eventually, however, the inability of

the PRI to share its ultimate authority, the presidency, would

ultimately prove the downfall of this scenario.

The military's reaction to the increasingly embattled PRI

federal government would most likely be an increased distance

between the two institutions, rather than an increased

political activism on the part ot he leadership of the armed

forces. Mexico's military is ill-equipped to assist its PRI

benefactor in hastening its downfall from hegemony to

dominance. The armed forces would probably support the more

conservative factions of PRI leadership which seek to maintain

4



-ari:Cr .r:ha~- ~:;n :Crm .:noer Th-- I:Cr easzncr co±ii xj&i eforrns

t -he aii'.s u Tn :actor -s regiona-

variances in PRI suppcrt_, ol edy i ncreased comDetition

and contestation between -t-e _7RI -ind Poiit, icai opposition,

which are already apparent. Third is the resulting shift from

PRI hegemony -o dominance. The PRI leadership at large,
however, i likely to 'rove more conservative :han the

Pres~Cient has, and -th-e miliztar -..iuld probablv 7uorcrt a

moderate reversal along t-he political continuum toward

modernized authoritarianism. The centralist system, focused on

the PRI presidency, which has been perpetuated for over 60

years in the name of the Revolution, will not retain

sufficient political power to maintain the nation's focus if

the limited power sharing model continues. The scenario is

self-defeating, as it allows for opposition participation to

a point, but then denies PRI opponents full entrance to the

political system.

These four scenarios, rangring from the jridJlck (f

immobilism to t-he econromic fnd soocial breakdown -f .Doliical

closure, from -he modernizatlon .of the PRI autnoritarian

government to the relatively liberal limited power sharing,

are representative of the ontions facing the PRI as _t meets

the challenge of losing its political hegemony. This -risis

5



rc i '-=e<'* :-se± : --c:c-z: .- e :-c-: t-"nt y.. ears, S.... • o l

-andidate -c the rTexican presicency.

iurrently the Mexican .ysen ;-ies somewhere between the

factors c4 modernized authoritarianism and .imited power

sharing, and 's prcbably closer to -he latter. As the threat

of a non-PRI president becomes reality, however, the PRI

leadership will be forced to confront options for its

political future. Looking at the party's historic and recent

record in dealing with its opposition, it is apparent the PRI

will probably not allow its final vestige of power to be taken

away. This is what makes the study and projection of military

responses to the PRI alternatives so crucial. It is most

likely that the PRI political machine will attempt to move

backward along the power continuum until it reaches a level of

modernized authoritarianism which the public will bear. The

willingness of the military to support the PRI in the

imposition of this retrenchment depends on the combination of

factors and level of repression required.
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VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S.-MEXICAN RELATIONS

What :s ':e :!jlii:arv•-trec' rn Mexico's domes:iC and
foreign ..olicies? :s it:ý e cuateiy prepared -o atssure
Mex ccas c 1:.ý..aidecurit" ow ..ould iz behave in
the event: of a serious pnoiit1ica, or :oreign policy crisis?
in ordinary, :rancuri :imes ':hese questions can be
neglected. But when turns or events arouse U.S. concerns
about Mexico's stability, security, and policy behavior -
as has been the case :or some ':ime now - it becomes
"important' to update and reassess our meager knowledge
about the Mexican military.

The issue of political stability for Mexico is paramount

as the world enters a new, post-Cold War era. Yet stability

need not mean perpetuation of the status quo. Mexico's

involvement in twentieth century politics has consistently

reflected its commitment to selective and measured response.

Social stability and order have always been, and will continue

to be, the driving force behind U.S. foreign policy,

especially regarding those nations with which we share common

borders.

Internally, the inevitable loss of sovereignty that

accompanies the lessening of border restrictions and

(voluntary} subordination ': c mutually-agreed, bi-partisan

• David Ronfeldt. "The Modern Mexican Military: A Time for
Reassessment." Armies and Politics in Latin America. Abraham F.
Lowenthal and j. Samuel Fitch (eds) . (Holmes and Meier, New York;
1986.) pp. 224-225.
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authority Trade boards) -ill cause rrc-tion between Mexico's

orls-,iriven, -ecn -iea ,overnment -,nd izs conservative

mi-zar-,- f:7rces. The 3ation.s noi:-:cai stability will be an

essentiaL :actor in :ne =mpiemen-a:.cn D- 'he North American

Free Trade Agreement, "which Is central to the Mexican

government's new export-oriented development strategy. " The

five factors reviewed in Chapter IV could conceivably cause

Mexico to -. ndergo a military re-politicization in the 1990s.

;Thile this is considered relatively linlikely, the possibility
cnOt -e -sounted: :.e.icn .ociety : moving at a rate and

in a political direction which is not likely to be sanctioned

by the armed forces. The next 20 years will provide a true

test of the strengths of professionalization and subordination

achieved over the past 50 years.

A. U.S. INFLUENCE

In the past Mexico... perceived its national interests and
policy objectives not only as not complementary but also
at times as directly in conflict with those of the United
States. That perception was rooted in a century and half
of military, economic, and political conflict with its
northern neighbor, as well as in the obvious uneven
distribution of power that, continues to characterize the

Mexican-U.S. relationship roday.

-• Cornelius and Craig (1991.) p. 118.

: Sally Shelton-Colby. "Mexico and the United States: A New

Convergence of Interests." Mexico's External Relations in the
1990s. Riordan Roett (ed). Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1991.
p. 232.
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1-ie st :: s c L-, r %7eL_:. n... 7• : _- cn zz-, . . . .-. - e .- - -nown- -- s, y--.m.- - . l_ i.' !exi

... 7- nnne:.at: n : 4 ercent o ef " car.
terr:tz ,,, " :4." -: -e :i4 - v7 ivas n Veracr:z -. U.S

Pres iden-_ .,oorc. ,i > on '. -= roa1rs in *,;hat was - ernmed "an

affair -f:ncr. "Z '.. e :-as been _ess _.ramatic

since, and today occupies a diminished role as either military

threat or influence. Since shortly after the end of World War

-I, U.S. focus 7hroughout Latin America has been shaped by the

Col Kar, .nd..a- souc: 1 - maintcini :-ts hegemonv as first

outlined in the M-Tarshal' Plan. in the early Cold War years,

communist containment fervor colored U.S. perceptions of

Mexico. Instabilities throughout the region were blamed not on

internally instigated nationalism but were viewed by the

United States as "the direct result of external Soviet-block

instigation" which had to be deteated by "curtail(ing) the

alleged expansionism of the Soviet T-nion."'"

The Mexican miiitary,, t.was significantly influenced by the

proximity and strength of the United States armed forces after

''Eric Efrain Matos. "United States National Security and the
Republic of Mexico.," {Thesis, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,
Ca; 1983.) Unpublished, pp. ."S,-,29. Matos cites Robert E. Quirk, An
Affair of Honor: T'oodrow ;';ilson and the Occupation of Vera Cruz.
,W.W. 'Torton Press, New York: 196-.,

"*" Heraldo Munoz. "The Latin American Policy of the Reagan
Administration. , Latin American Views of U.S. Policy. Robert Wesson
and Heraldo Munoz (eds) . ýPraeger Publishers, New York; 1986.) p.6.



1941. Previous inspiratron !aad understandabiv been prcv ided by
tne 3canrsh in e -ari" years foliowing Mexico's

independence, ýnd rhe French had Lnspired most t:s I9th

century modernization. -evernheiess, arTer 1917 and the end or

the Revolution,

Mexico developed on very distinctive national lines, its
military forces being as liniquelv Mexican as its other
national institutions. US militaryz assistance during The
Second World War and afterwards inevitably Caused anincrease in the influence of The United States which had

hitherto been minimal. -

The signing of the Joint u.S.-Mexican Defense Agreement

shortly after the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor in

December, 1941, ushered in a new era of co-operation between

the two militaries. Some bases were shared for the training of

troops, and some $40 million in military aid was delivered by

the United States to enhance Mexican military readiness. The

program faded after the war, however, and little remained of

the Joint Defense Commission by 1950, although "Mexico

continued to send troops to the United States for :raining,

and United States influence ,Appeared in the organizational

structure of the Mexican forces.''

In the years since, little direct influence has been

142 English. p. 322.

:143 Robert Wesson. "Foreign influences." In Wesson. p. 74.
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exertced 7- .e :nil ..... arv :n thale struct:re _ -he

P.!exzco 2::u.i:jir', S-e m,:utv -S rmed :arces nave

main aineci 7-eir " cndependenT ndci at• naiist spriz .. unn

states correc-ly -hat " (bmh the Lnternal ,.nd -xternal

evidence lead -.ne -: -.sserT <-hat the Mexican army 1oes not

respond in anee-jerk :asnion - L.S. influence. -• c r

example, Mexico alone refused -he U.S. offer to enter into a

defense assistance pact, while .ceven other Latin ;-merican

nations accepted.-; Opposing .sides were taken by the United

States and Mexico concerning the cverthrow of 3uatemalan

President Jacobo Arbenz in 1954, and Mexico condemned the U.S.

embargo of Cuba shortly after Castro's takeover in 1959,

"provok(ing) considerable exasperation in Washington."'17

Mexico also condemned U.S. intervention in the Dominican

Republic, Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Panama as immoral and

self-serving. in recent years the United States, always viewed

by the Mexican military as both its protector and the greatest

threat t .o .s national security, has largely exerted leverage

through its provision of protessional and graduate level

training for Mexican officers. The proximity of the U.S. has

"-4 Ibid. p. 74.

Nunn in Ronfeldt 1984). p. 40.

Wesson. p. 74.

B' Bruce Michael Bagley. "Interdependence and '.S. Policy
Toward Mexico in the 1980s.," in Roett (1988). p. 223.



undoubtediy :ontrrhute.i eavi" -o Mexico's :ornniitment "to

avoid foretonrnmiim"nfuences. This caution dn building

miiitar" or oai ,ances eIxteands to a reluctance to

particiLate In -; oDn1 , er.aionaa -xerclses or .:ther direct

professional contac: .%7hich continues to the present day.-`

1. Mexican Defense Industry Autonomy

in terms of :.rms production, indicative of self-

reliance :r .dependence on :oreign militaries, since World War

I! Mexico has sought to :maintain oiuronomy from U.S. influence,

especiaily in small arms croducton. Although the ota-l unit

production of certain systems is relatively low, and the cost

per unit therefore higher when relying on domestic

manufacturing, the Mexican military and PRI government have

felt it prudent to preserve their independence from the United

States and other foreign (British, French) arms industries."'

Despite the inherently low level of domestic demand,

Mexico has actively maintained its own defense industry since

the Revolution, not oiishinq to be beholden to outside

echnology or shipments from abroad. 'No one country may be

English. p. 322. Also see gabriel Szekely. "Forging a North
American Economy: :ssues for Mexico in the i990s." In Roett (1988)
p. 232.

:" See Zinser's essay in Goodman, Mendelson and Rial.

'• Wesson, pp. 73-75, and Pineyro in Varas, pp. 115-117,
provide further analysis of the Mexican arms industry and their
reliance on foreign sales for procurement of both platforms and
weapon systems.
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said - c-ave -1monorc.v -e noexcan nefence -7ýaceriai

marker:. Even .. ainh :u az rij: -- :nance f: foreian confict:,

1-e s-ate sind militar." iav ý 4.aed prudently -o rotect -he

nation's :erense -ndus:r-. -m .guar "-<hev -onsider -o ne undue

e.xternai _-n"•fluence. ',;r -1e f:reseeable :,-ure, the

Mexican .-rmed forces - - - .. :esTned to remaln Limited

o an)• nt-ernal secr:iL role, -the maintenance of an

indigenous defense induscryal base may prove more t'ostly- in

.he lona-run -Than perhaps r: need have. -ad a closer

ate",n .or7 -... :1n 1 :i. Vnired Staces, Brazi or

other leader in arms -echnoiouy, Mexico could have spent

significantly less on arms. With The absence of external

conflicts on the horizon, the concern to prevent a foreign

actor from domination of Mexico's limited arms industry

appears from the U.S. perspective to have been overstated.

B. IMPLICATIONS OF DESTABILIZATION

The historicalv ,eat•i..e view of the United States taken

by the Mexican government and ic: military forces must be

changed if future relations between the two nations are to

focus on economic cooperation and political trust. Meanwhile,

the long history of -.7. intervention continues to shape

'- English. p. 321.

Ibid. p. 322.
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M~iexico' s ::reijcn and asmest•c s

--ost :i:ei." - ci":Enue a course acticn

desianed t aeep inccrrpcra:cr. v uziic interests central to

Its doctrine. :lot cniy is -. is nr. keeping with the traditions

of the Revolution, but it also will allow Mexico to benefit

from an increasingiy close political and economic relationship

with the United States. Assuming Mexico is able to maintain

stabiiity and slowly transition to a more pluraiistic

political system,

What will be different in the future will be the
relationship with the United States - whose government
will have much less interest in military-to-military
relations,:ý4

and a correspondingly increased interest in economic ones.

The United States' reaction to each of Cornelius and

Craig's four scenarios would be different. While political

closure would not be considered an acceptable alternative to

the U.S. government, and the predicted Mexican military

response equally distasteful, the economic crisis prompting

the implementation of closure is the most worrisome factor

'For a more detailed analysis of Mexico's toreign policy in
Central America and the Caribbean, please see the author's recent
essay as previously noted.

ý4 Mark Falcoff. "Latin .America After the Cold War." Latin
America: UJ.S. Policy After !:he Cold War. Douglas W. Payne, Mark
Falcoff, and Susan Kaufman Purcell. (Washington, D.C: America's
Society, 1991.) p. 34.
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A :*!exic-c -uc~tese

earier L:ner-ent:in, -ts n r. - ::ight s,

increaslnoI'.- ei<xtreme -easures :: reserv.e .what : erceI.es

be aupsIna Mexican sza i: -_D

The tied States ,.ou so react negatively to an

immobilIsm -n Mexican :-:o±It-cs. The .otential for a renewed

coiintai cLctivism cn -he car-t ,ct the armed forces, however,

could be the most reliable factor .to break the stalemate. :n

such a case --. e milizary:" *ould nor; -e viewed as intervening on

4Cs own behalf, but rather to restore a functioning

government. This scenario might therefore be tolerated, under

watchful eyes and in the short-term, by Washington.

A modernization of PRI authoritarianism would prove

considerably more tolerable to the United States than the

previous two scenarios. Its inherent broadening of political

competition, albeit without risking serious political defeat,

makes this scenario the closest of the four to Mexico in the

1990s. Relations between the two tountries are increasing on

all levels, and this aoperura is unlikely to be slowed by

issues such as democratic reform as long as :Mexico is

perceived as moving toward the western democratic model.

The fourth scenaric, _Lmited power sharing, is the most

attractive or these likely PRI options for the United States.

While the PRI is unwilling to relinquish the presidency even
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in tLis model, -his scenaric i-:viOns poii-ical power among the

O-ected froely- Zr lica_ ýna•- .7 -: -,V Is. :r is an =like•,•

Aliernat§-.v :n i -n o --lie ... , L s oli-cal" self-

defeating. .n -he shcrz-o-'rm, rowevpr, i is -zn appealing

choice, both for -he hnired .ztans in -erms of seeing

something -7lose ro ful democracy realized in Mexico, and rc

the PRI, which would benefit :jreatl-, from renewed political

capital.

Tensions are inherent in all relations. The U.S.-Mexican

relationship is no different, nior is Mexico's civil-militarly

alliance. The relations Mexico has developed in this second

area represent a very different type of association than the

United States maintains, but in reality the Mexican and U.S.

militaries have far more in common than either shares with the

majority of Latin American militaries. It is these

commonalities which will assist in the strengthening of

relations between Mexico and the United States. Both nations

must use this common ground to keep rhe lines of communication

open between the two governments, despite the options which

may be chosen by the PRI.



VII. CONCLUSION

This -nests :as <resen-_ed cci -- ;aiuat-d :cur zpoý:Jicai

e eeMexico's -R_ and

professionai4zed, depoloiicized military. -t has argued that

4hnle -:e M.Iexican armed forces :iave nhunned an ac-ive role in

poirtics :tor cver =0 ":'ears, -heir 7cntnued reliance on the

jRI :rovernmenr :or cower i rest: ie cannot remain

..•cca<cc :;a...... -_ . - o demonstrate-do -at_ .nhen

political change occurs, -s t: lmost: surely will -*.-ithln the

next 20 -Years, the military will be left without its

benefactor, and will be pressured. to seek a new, more active

role in the country's politics.

This tbhesis has also analyzed many of the challenges which

will be faced by the Mexico's armed forces as the country's

rulina -car-zv of 60 years Loses tts hegemonic cosit•on to

growing political opposition. This transition from preeminence

to dominance will severeiy strain the military's oracidtion of

loyalty both the PRI and to the nation, and the milit-ary will

be pressured -to take on a more dynamic political role *with the

demise of i'ts benefactor. Thist hesis has focused on the

polizicai role of Mexico's mniiiar, lemonstrating th..rough the

application of Cornelius ind Craig's four scenarios that

Mexico's armed forces will resist the temptation to
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aumie - ::-_ e •ase .. ..... . -:i sed c~. r'- : l-iz_•"c

-he :-e:.:i an -evoiutr_:n vend -he -ar O -. ;o iZfoaXY

political :profile -f n i- 1eadersh'. This laid the

orcundworl: :or an anaivsis 'rr b o exicc's potential for and

probability of mili:ar-y intervention as the PRI loses

ooi...,a- ]:inegemony.

By :modo:ifig a-nd :zppiying >:rne_-us and "gs four

scenarios _oDr ooitii -oransittion -- D -he M•.exzcan :i-ar,,,

this thesis has analyzed the scenarios in considerable detail.

Each scenario has been broken into its basic factors and the

military response to each factor predicted.

The first scenario, Political Closure, remains extremely

unlikely. Its inherent economic crisis through failure of the

modern, open-market model make the political and social costs

of political closure too high for even an intractable PRI

leadership. This scenario will remain an extremely

unattractive alternative, though the most plausible condition

for a militariy repoliticization.

The factors leading to :mmobilism make it a somewhat more

plausible scenario. Characterized by political impasse and a

government freeze, immobilism effectively stalemates both the

PRI and opposition parties. This scenario increases the

likelihood of renewed military activism in Mexico, but its
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rcoao=::,:, .., remain rei. v remote.

most _ -- ,a •A"RI -:-- 7 -.1 . - : -en a2

7 .... rccn• 1. S he C-rzsioenocv.

Characterized c ZRI retrenchment, e- ;ould result oi a

revitlized PRi, but -ould throw -he military into a quandary.

Their most ikeiy response Sould be to support the PRI unless

tasked to physicaily repress a recalcitrant public. While this

thesis eszablishes modernized authoritarianism as the most

plausible government response to the situation posed, it also

demonstrates that :i-i~arv repoiiticization beccmes more

likely in the face of politi cal retrenchment. This scenario

presents the most likely set of PRI and military responses to

an increasingly threatened PRI presidency.

The fourth and last scenario, Limited Power Sharing,

proposes political reforms to allow full opposition

representation in local and state assemblies, in order to

ensure continued PRI hegemony at the national level. This

self-defeating scenario carries little increased threat of a

military reactivation in Mexican politics.

This thesis has addressed the Mexican military's projected

reactions to both democratic reform and political stability as

the next 20 years pose a myriad of social, political and

economic changes. Unlike so many of her Latin American

neighbors, Mexico's armed services have served in an extra-

political role for over 40 years, and have little desire to
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r.aa .ow FRI Innar'"C eadershio :nocses :c

17, mpenC:.r - reerminence wi, ._owever,

:nr2Jence -C e .:... -=":l:i r:ie zf:hecoun:r-" 2 .med

forces. -or !:s Carl:, -e ::ia.ý_'' leadership -.:ork ::

ensure a =cntlnued aepoii±'icized mii:ar-y with 12vaitiCes '

both anhe -fSn2tuticn and the Republic, but probably with

decreased personalistic fealty to the President of Mexico. The

long-term symbiotic relationship between the military and the

PRI president has provided Mexico's government a strong and

loyal right arm to keep :order ,,nd enforce its policies, while

the military has maintained prestige and power without

sacrificing professional integrity through political activism.

Despite a negligible international military role, Mexico's

armed forces have professionalized and maintain a viable

domestic military presence, contributing to their unique

character.

This thesis has assessed the impending threat to this

subordinated role, and briefly addressed the danger posed by

the emergence of new and unconventional military threats. The

commitment of Mexico's armed services to support the civil

government and its evasion of an -,ctive political role is, and

probably shall remain, unique. Those situations which could

conceivably move the Mexican military to abandon its

subordinate role have been ,liscuisseci within the framework of

Davies' Relative Deprivation model and applied to Cornelius
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af•nd ',,:a I. r 2 •- . :2,o:z-a-i Erans ... n z. zrom

!Or -7:e Mexi-can =rred -•--s will.• rmain ikeiv :nness 74e

PRI, or ierments of .:e party loadership, -hreacen :i•lirar-y

subordinaci- n hy ae-_emnri: -7 urilize nhe armed ::rces no

forcibly Ye-arn -heir 7cý,j 75e presidency. :co many

variables w.jill ser'e -o keep) nhe military sufficiently

satisfied with its 7urrenc, incernai role and lut of

government power. The levels or advanced education, esprit de

corps, and loyalty no the !deals orf 7e Revoiuticn will retain

the fealty of the leadership of Mexico's armed forces to the

Constitution of the Republic. in the end, it is evident that

the probability of a military re-politicization in Mexico is,

and shall remain, relatively remote.
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